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DEAR FELLOW WATCH CONNOISSEURS
Welcome To Issue 9!

I always look forward to our summer issue
because it is our ﬁrst chance to begin speaking
about the novelties which we introduced
during the Basel fair. There is always a build
up leading to those debuts. The projects to
bring new watches to life span years. Blancpain is blessed to have a group of movement
designers (in watchmaking parlance constructeurs) that is not only among the largest in the
industry but one of enormous talent and creativity. It is hard to describe to our readers the
enthusiasm I feel as I work with our constructors and aesthetic designers as these projects
are born and take shape. Far from being able to share this excitement with others outside
Blancpain, I am forced to keep mum until the watches make their ofﬁcial debut! So in this
issue it is my pleasure to bring you the ﬁrst half of the new watches which we have been
working hard to create for this year.

Please enjoy Issue 9!

A. Hayek
Marc A
President and CEO Blancpain
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IN TIME

EQUATION
OF

TIME

THE RUNNING EQUATION OF TIME COMPLICATION IS ONE OF THE RAREST
COMPLICATIONS IN ALL OF WATCHMAKING. PERHAPS IT IS THAT RARITY
WHICH HAS LED OTHERS WHO HAVE TRIED TO BUILD IT DOWN PRECISELY
THE WRONG PATH.
TEXT: JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
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IN TIME

FEBRUARY 12
~+14 MIN

APRIL 16

JUNE 14

DECEMBER 25

NOVEMBER 3
~ –16MIN

SEPTEMBER 1

lancpain is a pioneer and the industry

How could this occur? How is it that other

leader in the development of the run-

presumably responsible and expert horologists

BLANCPAIN IS A PIONEER IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RUNNING
EQUATION OF TIME COMPLICATION IN WRISTWATCHES.

ning equation of time (équation du temps

commit an error this profound? In a word, it is be-

marchante) complication in wristwatches.

cause equation of time is… confusing.

Doubly so. Not only was it the ﬁrst to produce

word. It’s vexing. It’s ok to furrow your brow when

this complication in wristwatches, others

you think about it. And if it will comfort you more,

who have endeavored to match its record

you can imagine it as one of those school mathema-

have stumbled. Badly. How badly? The ef-

tics problems. You know, like the one that asks if

the equator to rotate 360 degrees with reference to

must measure ever so precisely is not exactly

forts of these others have produced watches

one man can paint a house in 4 days and another

the sun1). As we all intuitively know, the length of a

24 hours at all except for four days per year: April 16

that show the running of equation of time

man in 3 days, how long will it take if they work

day varies during the course of the year. This vari-

(one day after the day that inspires frissons for the

precisely backwards! 180 degrees wrong.

together?

ance can be thought of as arising from defects in

American readers, which is tax day, April 15), June

the orbit of the earth. That orbit is not round, but

14, September 1 and December 25. This exact 24-

Another

I have before me ofﬁcially released photo-

The basic concept of equation of time is not all

elliptical and, compounding matters, the earth’s ro-

hour day that most watches measure is known as

graphs from the two other watch companies that

that difﬁcult to grasp. Equation of time is a way of

tation is tilted 23 degrees from the plane of the orbit.

“mean solar time” or more commonly “civil time”,

have tried to implement the running equation

expressing the difference in the hour of a day accor-

As a result, the actual length of a day is not, as

since it represents a convenient compromise of the

complication. In both cases, the photos show solar

ding to what is termed “solar time” and the hour of

widely believed, 24 hours. Rather it varies approxi-

variation. The difference between solar time and

time to be ahead of civil time in months when

the day according to “civil time”. Although civil time

mately2 15 minutes plus or minus from 24 hours,

civil time is the equation of time. It is common that

the reverse is true. Trust me on this. I checked.

always assumes a day that is exactly 24 hours long

depending on the time of year. Thus, the exact 24 -

this is charted in a graph known as an “analemne”.

Brow fully furrowed, I came to the conclusive

and constant over the course of the year, solar time

hour day which we fret and fume our watches

Regrettably, the anglophones seem to have let

answer that these well-known companies simply

is calculated based upon the actual length of the

and clearly put down very false feet. And so that

day (the number of hours that pass between the

you can breathe easier and don’t need to wait

time when the sun is in a given position in the sky

until the end, I furrowed my brow one more time

and when it is in that same position the following

and veriﬁed that Blancpain’s pioneering work

day or, to be a bit more precise in our terminology,

got it right.

the amount of time that must pass for one point on

1

As long as we are being precise here, one must specify the particular reference point which is being used when determining the
amount of time that passes during 360 degrees of rotation of the earth. Real solar time uses the sun as the reference point. Sideral
time uses a ﬁxed point in space (a distant star or distant galaxy, your choice, sufﬁces). A sideral day is 8.5 minutes shorter than a solar
day. Hence there are 366 sideral days per year.

2

All right! Since we are talking physical effects here, no sense in dealing with approximations—the actual variation is minus 16 minutes
23 seconds and plus 14 minutes 22 seconds. Better now?
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EQUATION OF TIME HAS BEEN ONE OF WATCHMAKING’S RAREST
COMPLICATIONS RESERVED FOR ONLY THE MOST IMPORTANT TIMEPIECES.

down on the job and have not created their own

Train wreck! Equation of time is expressed in

word for the chart that shows how the equation

two opposite ways. Although it is clear, for any gi-

of time varies over the course of a year.

ven calendar date, whether the solar day is longer or
shorter than the civil day, and equally clear whether

It can be quickly seen that the greatest positive

solar time is advanced or retarded in relation to civil

variance occurs in February and the greatest negative

time, the value of equation of time depends upon

variance in November. The four days where civil time

whether one is measuring civil time in relation to

and solar time are the same show on the zero axis.

solar time or the reverse.

What is confusing–so much so that these

If one is measuring civil time in relation to solar

watchmakers elsewhere stumbled–is the relation-

time the formula is:

ship between solar time and civil time on any given

Equation of time = solar time minus civil time.

day. Take for example the 12 of February. On that

On the other hand, if one is measuring solar time

day the solar day is 14 minutes longer than the civil

in relation to civil time the formula is:

day. So far so good. But then, if one wants to pro-

Equation of time = civil time minus solar time.

th

duce a watch that will show both solar time and
civil time, how will that be displayed? In simple

Here is the rub. Depending upon which frame

terms, “if it is noon civil time, what is the solar time?”

of reference one is following, for a given day the

By furrowing my brow a lot I came up with a simple-

equation of time will have exactly the opposite

minded way of answering the question. Since the

value. Staying with our February-12 example: under

solar day is longer than the civil day, it stands to

the ﬁrst formula, equation of time will be minus 14;

reason that solar time would be 14 minutes behind

under the second formula, it will be plus 14. How-

civil time. That is all very logical. What happens if

ever, in both instances the solar day will be longer

you want to reduce the relationship to an equation,

than the civil day and solar time will be 14 minutes

the “equation for the equation”?

behind civil time. Confused yet?
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Equation of time has been one of the rarest wristwatch
complications. Since it is expressing a value that changes over
the course of the year, it has with the fewest of exceptions only
appeared in timepieces offering perpetual calendars. This is a
natural pairing as it brings together two complications that take
account of yearly variances–equation of time, tracking the
changes in the length of the solar day, and the perpetual calendar, keeping track of the varying length of months. As watch
connoisseurs know, both of these are examples of traditional
watchmaking’s grand complications. So it is right to think of
equation of time as being a grand complication on top of
another grand complication.
Until 2004, all wristwatch equation of time models offered only a plus-minus expression of the equation of time. That
is they offered values such as “plus 14” or “minus 10” without
indicating whether the conversion was from civil time to solar
time or the reverse. It was left up to the owner of the watch to
sort out that vital detail.
Everything changed when Blancpain introduced its Le
Brassus Equation du Temps Marchante at the 2004 Basel fair.
For the ﬁrst time in watchmaking history, a wristwatch was offered that not only displayed a plus-minus expression of equation of time, but a running (or in French marchante) equation
of time minute hand which directly showed solar time. No
longer was it a mystery, left to the owner to decipher, whether
the equation reading was converting from civil to solar or
instead from solar to civil.

Instead, Blancpain’s pioneering

Equation du Temps Marchante showed two minute hands,
one for civil and one for solar (the solar hand bearing a sun)
so that the owner could directly read both times.
Take for example the date of September 22 shown on the
perpetual calendar display in the photo of the red gold version
of the Villeret Equation du Temps Marchante. On this date, the
running equation of time solar hand shows that solar time is
approximately 8 minutes ahead of civil time and the equation
scale at 2 o’clock shows +8 minutes.
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PLUS-MINUS HAND
RAKE

MIN
SUN RUNNING AHEAD

+15
+10
+5

SUN RUNNING BEHIND

0
–5
–10
–15
DATE

DIFFERENTIAL

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC
FINGER

EQUATION OF TIME
ELLIPSOIDAL CAM

Equation of time over the course of the year.

Now that we have established that the

for the marchante solar hand and neither can inter-

This movement which achieved a watchmak-

ments of the movement. But there is much more.

Blancpain’s running equation of time complication

fere with the other (if that were to happen the

ing ﬁrst in 2004 (in the Le Brassus series which

The equation of time cam is an expression of the

can be simply read–brows unfurrowed, lucky ow-

watch would stop).

was a limited edition that sold out immediately)

physical universe. Its precisely calculated shape

has now been reborn in the new Villeret Collection.

embodies the relationship of the earth’s orbit and

ner relaxed–let’s turn to how the marchante mechanism works. At ﬁrst, this does not seem to be all

Some of the components reveal themselves.

As was the case with its 2004 Le Brassus predeces-

rotational inclination to the sun. So go ahead,

that tricky. Simply incorporate into the movement

The ellipsoidal cam can be easily identiﬁed as can

sor, the new Villeret Equation du Temps Marchante

think of this as a porthole to our part of the solar

of the watch an ellipsoidal cam in the shape of the

the ﬁnger which rides on it. The lever attached to

places itself on the highest levels of watchmaking

system.

anelemne which turns once a year. As that anelem-

the ﬁnger drives two separate mechanisms: one

complication as it offers a full perpetual calendar,

ne turns, a ﬁnger (or ratchet) riding upon it will move

for the indication at 2 o’clock, which shows the +/–

retrograde moon-phase display, and two equation

Since the debut of the ﬁrst equation of time

(or be programmed) according to the changes in

indication and the other the marchante hand.

of time indications (one on a +/– scale and the

watch, Blancpain has introduced its patented cor-

the length of solar days which the anelemne-

other with a running solar hand). As beﬁts a time-

rectors under the lugs. Whereas others in the in-

shaped ellipsoidal cam expresses. This is the classic

The secret is the gear in the marchante train

piece of this degree of complication, Blancpain will

dustry offering complicated calendar/moon-phase

way in which conventional, less complicated equa-

labeled “differential”. That is not one single gear,

offer the new Villeret only in precious metals, plat-

displays are obliged to ﬁt correctors into small

tion of time displays have been constructed for over

but an entire differential mechanism which con-

inum (limited to 50 pieces) and red gold. In both

dimples on the sides of the case for the setting of

200 years. The trick is devising a method to have

tains small satellite gears within it. It is the compo-

cases the diameter of the case is 42 mm.

the indications, Blancpain’s patented correctors are

the solar hand both move as a conventional minute

nent which is driven from two different sources—

hand and an equation of time hand. Well just how

one drives a gear which drives the satellites

To further mark the exclusivity of this piece,

the case lugs. This allows the watch to have not

do you do that???? How do you construct a solar

(the marchant train) and the other which drives

the dial is fashioned in full ﬁred bombé enamel.

only a completely clean side proﬁle, unmarred by

minute hand mechanism that, in part, must be driv-

the main exterior gear component (the watch’s

One element of the dial’s design is unique, the

dimples, but for the owner to actuate the correctors

en in the same way as the civil minute hand (that is

minute train). The satellite gears can move freely

porthole at six o’clock. It offers a view of the

with a ﬁnger tip instead of a tool which ordinary

to say by the minute hand gear train) and, in part,

forward and backwards without disturbing the

equation of time cam and the ﬁnger which rides

correctors require. The new Villeret Equation du

driven by a cam so as to add or subtract time from

movement of the minute hand and the minute

upon it. Of course, this can be thought of as open-

Temps Marchante now incorporates this Blancpain

it? There must be two different sources of rotation

hand train.

ing up for viewing some of the complicated ele-

exclusive innovation.

located where they are not a visible intrusion, under

IN TIME

The Universalis decoration of
the red gold Equation du Temps
Marchante.
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Hand engraving is one of the rarest crafts in all

microscope. Operating in these microdimensions,

of watchmaking. Whereas the common practice in

there is neither a time clock nor a deadline. Carving

the industry is to “farm out” engraving to a few in-

in metal allows for no errors. Every gesture with

dependent artisans, Blancpain is one of less than a

knife or awl must be precise and perfect. If a painter

handful of watch brands that has been able to

makes a mistake, it can be painted over. If an engra-

maintain and nourish this skill within its four walls.

ver makes a mistake, the part must be thrown away

That Blancpain in-house savoir faire is on display in

and the labor restarted on another new component.

the new Villeret Equation du Temps Marchante.

The Universalis design is reserved for the models in

The visible movement bridges are all painstakingly

red gold, while the Cartographia design will be fea-

hand carved into one of two designs: Universalis,

tured in the platinum models.

which is a portrayal of the constellations, and Cartographia, a depiction of navigational charts, each

A ﬁnal ﬁnishing touch is the winding rotor, visi-

further highlighted by hand-carved winding rotors

ble through the clear caseback. Realized in gold, the

maintaining the theme of the bridges. To produce

rotor is hand decorated with a solar pattern which

these carvings, the artisans in Blancpain’s workshops

includes special windows to frame the word “Blanc-

labor at their benches with the component under a

pain” hand engraved on the bridge below.

•

Computer-generated image.
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CHÂTEAU

MARGAUX
IT IS HARD TO SPEAK OF A “GOLDEN AGE” FOR A PROPERTY THAT
HAS BEEN MAKING WINE FOR MORE THAN HALF A MILLENNIUM,
BUT INCONTESTABLY THAT IS THE JUDGMENT THAT APPLIES
TO THE PERIOD OF OWNERSHIP OF CHÂTEAU MARGAUX BY
THE MENTZELOPOULOS FAMILY AND FIRM GUIDANCE OF PAUL
PONTALLIER.
TEXT: JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
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ANY DESCRIPTION OF CHÂTEAU MARGAUX HAS TO CAPTURE THE OPULENCE,
ELEGANCE, REFINEMENT, CONCENTRATION AND POWER OF THIS LEGENDARY WINE.

unny thing about some expressions. It is

these wines. Regrettably, wine critics, being some-

essentially impossible to trace them back

what of a herding lot, have picked up on this origi-

to “ground zero”, so to speak. To ﬁnd that

nal label and republished it countless times so that

one individual, who at a particular point in

it has become an accepted expression in wine

history uttered or wrote the words for the

lingua franca and continues to hang in the air

ﬁrst time. So, somewhere shrouded in that

whenever Château Margaux is mentioned.

same mystery is that ﬁrst wine critic who,
reaching into his kit bag of descriptors,

Unless you want to breathe new meanings into

pulled out the word “feminine” and appen-

the word “feminine”, such as “muscular”, “powerful”,

ded it to the wines of Château Margaux.

“ﬂeshy”—careful, we are about to endow women’s
Olympic shot-putters from Kazakhstan with the

If to you “feminine” conjures up the mental

description feminine—this description should be

images of dainty, frilly, delicate, maybe even shy

summarily abandoned when speaking of Château

and retiring, much like wall ﬂowers batting their

Margaux. Erased. Buried for eternity. There are

eyelashes at Mr. Darcy in Pride and Prejudice, then

many ﬁner ways to capture and express the opu-

this now anonymous ﬁrst critic has done us all a

lence, elegance, reﬁnement, concentration and

grave disservice. These are not descriptors at all of

power of these legendary wines.
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“LEGENDARY” IS A GOOD WAY TO CALL CHÂTEAU MARGAUX TO MIND AND,
IN COMMON WITH ALL GREAT LEGENDS, THE CHÂTEAU HAS A LONG HISTORY.

“Legendary” is a good way to call Château
Margaux to mind and, in common with all great
legends, the château has a long history. A château
has been on the property since the twelfth century
and grapes planted since the 16th. What matters, of
course, is quality and, even centuries ago, Château
Margaux was in the vanguard establishing winemaking practices that have become standards for
everyone. As early as the 1700s it was a winemaker
at Château Margaux who discovered that wine
quality improved when reds and whites were
separately viniﬁed and that dry grapes produced
greater concentration than wet ones. Today these
seem to be rather pedestrian perhaps even simplistic
propositions, but in their era they represented signiﬁcant advances in the art.

Such was the early

success of winemaking at Château Margaux, that
American president Thomas Jefferson after his visit
to France picked Château Margaux as his favorite
wine and, indeed, acquired some bottles for his cellar
in 1784.
History records turbulent times for the proprietors of the Château through wars, phylloxera, and
the French Revolution, including a beheading, ﬂight

ART DE VIVRE
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The Fête d’Ecoulage. A lunch at the château for the team to celebrate a new vintage's readiness for aging
in the barrel. At right, Paul Pontallier carving the Agneau de Pauillac à la Ficelle.

and a rapid sale to avoid the same fate (it worked).

were under duress. Notwithstanding the economic

There certainly were achievements during this period

crisis that reigned throughout the region, Mentze-

WHEN PAUL PONTALLIER ARRIVED IN 1983, HE LITERALLY CONFRONTED TWO LEGENDS,

leading up to the 1970s. The Marquis de la Colonilla

lopoulos invested. Heavily. Of course, he devoted

OF COURSE, THAT OF CHÂTEAU MARGAUX ITSELF AND THAT OF ÉMILE PEYNAUD.

engaged the leading architect in France for the de-

resources to the restoration and renovation of the

sign and construction of the magniﬁcent château,

château itself, but his bigger investments were

begun in 1810 and lasting 6 years. Meticulously

focused on the wines. He constructed entirely new

maintained, the château has become a symbol for

cellar facilities, improved drainage and replanted

success has come from respect for both of them. In

He did come away with one lesson, or perhaps

the property and its image graces the label of every

vineyards. Tragically, André died before he could

his ﬁrst vintage, Paul followed earlier practices which

wine making philosophy, from working with Emile

bottle. More important still was the recognition

fully witness the results of his investments.

dictated that 2/3s of the red grape harvest would

Peynaud: the virtues of late harvesting of the

go into Château Margaux itself (commonly referred

fruit. Château Margaux now harvests substantially

of Château Margaux as one of, then, only four
Châteaux at the top of Bordeaux pyramid in the

Today the Château is owned and led by André’s

to as the “Grand Vin”) and 1/3 into the property’s

later than it did prior to the Mentzelopoulos era. In

original 1855 classiﬁcation of wines. Château Mar-

daughter Corinne. The intensity of her father’s quest

second wine, Pavillon Rouge.

From his vantage

Pontallier’s estimation this brings a level of ripeness

gaux along with Laﬁte, Latour, and Haut-Brion were

to realize the full monumental potential of Margaux

point in 1983, he envisioned scrupulous adherence

to the grapes every year that only was achieved in

placed in the elite category of ﬁrst growths, that is to

and its terroir has been undiminished under her

to best practices that would allow him to increase

the past during those exceedingly rare monumental

say the highest ranking among Bordeaux Châteaux.

stewardship. Initially continuing with the renowned

the percentage of the Grand Vin as time went on.

vintages. The trick is how to manage the vineyard to

Since that original classiﬁcation only one change has

wine consultant Emile Peynaud for her ﬁrst vintages,

occurred, the elevation of Mouton in 1973 to ﬁrst-

she found her long-term general manager and head

Precisely the opposite has occurred. As he has

been impossible 30 years ago. The problem which

growth status.

wine maker in 1983 in the person of Paul Pontallier,

charted his course over the ensuing nearly three

previously confronted late harvesting were small

who in 2010 celebrated his 28th vintage at the helm

decades of wine making at the property, a period

worms called eudemis. These worms would pierce

of Château Margaux.

he describes as one of constant learning, the pro-

the skin of the hanging grapes opening the way for

The modern era of Château Margaux, the one
that deﬁnes today’s wines, began in 1977 with the

pick later, a practice that Paul considers would have

portion of Grand Vin has dropped to but 1/3 of

a form of rot, known as botrytis, to set in, with the

purchase of the property by André Mentzelopoulos.

When Paul arrived in 1983, he literally confron-

the harvest! The remainder is divided, with 45 % of

slightest amount of moisture. Prudent winemaking

The decade of the 70s had been difﬁcult throughout

ted two legends, of course, that of Château Margaux

the total destined to Pavillon Rouge and the rest to

practice in the past called for earlier harvesting to

Bordeaux and many Châteaux, including Margaux,

itself and that of Emile Peynaud. Much of Paul’s

a newly created third wine.

avoid this rot that would otherwise ruin the wine.
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DR. GEORGE DERBALIAN
Dr. George Derbalian is a Lettres du Brassus wine expert. Dr. Derbalian is the founder of Atherton Wine Imports, located in northern California. Not only has he become one of the United States’ premier importers of fine wines, but he has acquired
a well-deserved reputation as one of the leading and most respected wine connoisseurs and expert tasters in the world. Each year, Dr. Derbalian travels the wine circuits of Europe and the United States, meeting with wine producers, owners of the
finest domains, chef de chai, and other key figures in the world of wine. Throughout
the course of each year, he tastes literally many thousands of current production and
vintage wines. In this Issue, Dr. Derbalian connects us with the legendary Château
Margaux.

IN THE VINEYARDS, CHÂTEAU MARGAUX NOW PRACTICES BIO-METHODS
WITH NO INSECTICIDES.

The answer, which Château Margaux has

centage of cabernet in the blend. It is interesting

followed under Pontallier’s leadership, is bio-control

that both California and Australia have drawn in-

of the pests. The march of progress, such as it is,

spiration from Bordeaux and have endeavored to

might have suggested modern pesticides, but

produce their own expressions of Bordeaux wines.

Pontallier ﬁnds that for every virtue there comes a

Things have begun to change in both California

vice with insecticides. Along with the pests that

and Australia, yet even today the vast majority of

they eradicate are insects that otherwise protect the

“Bordeaux style” wines from both are made with

vineyard. So the same chemical that might do away

a single grape, either cabernet or merlot. This is

with eudemis kills the predators of red spiders

rather odd, considering that the region they are

that then become poised to take over the vineyard.

following has with only the most limited of ex-

By following bio-methods with no insecticides,

ceptions produced wines that are always a blend

Château Margaux is able to keep the small worms

of different grapes. When he arrived, Château

at bay as well as the red spiders.

Margaux in most years offered a combination
of 75 % cabernet, 18 % merlot and a small per-

His years on the property have led to a few

centage of petit verdot. Today, the scale has tipped

other changes. As he has lived with the land and

even more heavily toward cabernet with its per-

soils over time, he saw that cabernet was really ideal

centage increasing to 85–89 % with the remainder

for the property. Thus, Paul has increased the per-

merlot.
The Grand Vin, ﬂanked by Pavillon Rouge and Pavillon Blanc.
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ONE WAY TO THINK OF CHÂTEAU MARGAUX IS
“THE IRON FIST IN THE VELVET GLOVE”.

Pontallier is privileged in that the ﬁnancial

be used for the Grand Vin. Elsewhere, new vines

success of the Château, which is riding on a tide of

are planted no later than the next year and, in parts

nearly insatiable demand from parts of the world

of California, the new vines are planted next to the

discovering wine for the ﬁrst time and insisting

old vines so that they can mature before the old

on only the best, and the resources of the Mentze-

wines are removed.

lopoulos family have allowed him the freedom to
take whatever measures lead to ﬁner wine. Not

Of course, Pontallier has adjectives which he

only has he reduced the percentage of Grand Vin

uses to describe the wines of Margaux. “Feminine”

from the harvest, he has increased the percentage

is not one of them.

of new oak barrels. Now 100% of the Grand Vin

Château Margaux, borrowed from wine expert

is aged in new oak. In contrast with the practices

Michael Broadbent, is the “iron ﬁst in the velvet

in virtually every other wine region in the world,

glove”.

when aged vines are ripped out from a parcel to be

missing from the word “feminine” is the power,

replaced by new vines, the land is allowed to lie

concentration, and breed that bring such pleasure

fallow for six full years in order for the soil to recover.

to every glass of Château Margaux.

Only then are new vines planted, which must
be followed by several years before the fruit can be
used for wine at all and even longer before it can

Instead, his descriptor of

Bingo. Wrapped up in that phrase and
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VINTAGE AND TASTING NOTES
2009
A magnificent year. Only 31% of the harvest made it into the
bottles of the Grand Vin. The quality of the cabernet was perfect, equaling, perhaps exceeding 2005 owing to its more tender
quality. The merlot was of outstanding quality.
2009 Château Margaux Grand Vin (tasted from barrel)
Extraordinary color. Already well-developed heady nose of dark
fruits. On the palate otherworldly weight or, as the French say,
matière. Concentrated flavors of plum and black fruits. Tannins
are ripe and round with no trace of dryness. Typical of great
Margaux, there is a softness that envelopes the power. Long rich
finish. A superstar wine.
2009 Pavillon Rouge (tasted from barrel)
Perhaps the little brother of the Grand Vin, but taken away
from a side-by-side tasting, an outstanding wine in its own right.
Highly similar in the flavors, just ever so slightly less weight and
concentration. Very fine.
2003
A year which portended challenges, but produced excellent wine.
The summer was marked by a fierce heat wave (canicule) where
temperatures reached 40 degrees during the day and maintained
30 degrees in the evening. Margaux achieved outstanding ripeness of the fruit.
2003 Château Margaux Grand Vin
Captured in a single word: “elegant”. Wiffs of flowers in the
nose, mixed with ripe plums and some spice. On the mouth
blackberries with exceptional focus and brilliance yet with a texture of velours. Endless finish. Already this wine begs to be
drunk now, but Paul Pontallier is convinced that it will reward
extended aging. The ripeness of the fruit is hiding the structure
that will carry the wine for decades. A superstar wine.

2001
After a very rainy winter, the flowering went quickly and evenly.
During the entire summer, there were unusually alternate periods of hot and cool, dry and wet weather, which encouraged
vegetation growth and slowed ripening. The harvest occurred
eight days behind schedule but in fine weather.
2001 Château Margaux Grand Vin
A vintage that is somewhat forgotten in the shadows of such
blockbuster years as 2000, 2003, 2005 and 2009. Not as muscular, powerful or concentrated–traits primarily noticed if tasted
side-by-side with a superstar vintage–the 2001 oozes charm. It
offers up all the subtle nuances one expects of great Margaux:
flowers and plums in the nose, soft ripe fruit in the mouth, and
a charming long finish. Everything is stitched together. There
is excellent concentration and power, just not as much as the
surrounding vintages that have grabbed away attention from
2001. Excellent.
2000
The millennium year. Heralded as a perfect year with ideal
growing conditions and impeccable harvest weather.
2000 Château Margaux Grand Vin
Breathtaking concentration. There is riveting focus and precision of the fruit. Flowers, mint and plums mark the nose, but
it is the power and elegance in the mouth that keeps one coming
back to the glass. It is delightful to let a few drops hold on the
tongue to get a lingering sensation of a pillow. Endless finish
marked by black ripe plums. A superstar wine.

1999 Château Margaux Grand Vin
Pure pleasure. Open, round and tender. All of the fruit is perfectly stitched together with not an edge to be found. Not quite
as powerful as the 2000, 2003 or 2009, but a wine of breed. Star
quality.
1990
After a mild winter, the flowering was very early but quite long
and uneven. As in 1989, the summer was exceptionally hot and
so dry that at the end of August the young vines were really suffering from lack of water. The two rainy intervals in September
were very beneficial to the final ripening of the grapes, which
were harvested in very fine weather.
1990 Château Margaux Grand Vin
Truly a “user friendly” vintage. The wine was magnificent upon
release, begging to be drunk right away. Who could resist? This
of course is the softness of the fruit and roundness of the tannins
talking. But there is great power here and the wine will justly
reward extended cellaring. Star quality.
1989
A year that will long be remembered as an exceptionally early vintage and a very easy one, from a vine-growing point of
view. The flowering, then the color-change and the ripening, all
took place in perfect weather, which was particularly hot and dry.
Finally, there was not one single day of rain during the harvest.
From beginning to end, then, 1989 was a dream year.
1989 Château Margaux Grand Vin
Flowers mixed with cassis explode from the glass. In every
respect the wine is youthful and fresh. Red cherries mix with
vanilla in the mouth with stunning precision, power and concentration. At the same time, the velours one expects from Margaux
envelopes the whole package. The final reward is a riveting,

intense, endless finish that persists for more than a full minute.
A superstar wine.
1979 Château Margaux Grand Vin
1979 is far from a heralded Bordeaux vintage. But two communes
tower over the rest in this year, Margaux and Pomerol. The wine
is now fully mature and the color shows traces of brick. The
nose is fully developed, offering up violets and red fruits. On
the palate the wine is more restrained than those of the Pontallier era; nonetheless it has excellent concentration and power. A
lovely finish with only a trace of dryness appearing now.
Without doubt this is the wine of the vintage for the left bank.
2004 Pavillon Rouge
It is impossible to think of this as a “second wine”. It commands
attention. A flowery nose is followed by layers of ripe plum and
cherry flavors all wrapped in round vanilla oak. Excellent.
1995 Pavillon Blanc
Made from sauvignon blanc. A wine that will shatter the impressions that many have of sauvignon blanc that in most wines of
that varietal expresses grass and herbs. Not a trace of those here.
Woven together is a rich medley of honey, fresh butter, and melons which give way to a honeyed finish. I have not experienced
a sauvignon blanc that is its equal. A superstar wine.
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DOES NOT THE FREQUENT TRAVELER DESERVE A TIMEPIECE THAT EASES THE BURDEN
OF LONG-DISTANCE TRAVEL?

I

am fortunate enough to have come of

traveler is obliged to steel himself or herself to run a

age when travel was glamorous.

One

gauntlet of disagreeable assaults on dignity from the

dressed to board a plane. No, not in the

moment a foot is set inside the door of the airport

detestable track suits that some don for long

until deposited outside the door at the destination.

haul-ﬂights, but in properly pressed business

Where did the fun go? Who is the Grinch that stole

suits, starched shirts, impeccable cravats or, if

away that calm world shown in airline advertisements

female, long dress, hat, and, without fail, gloves.

of the 60s and 70s of well-dressed passengers ﬂash-

Imagine in those heady days, arriving at the air-

ing thousand-watt grins at beaming ﬂight attendants

port and simply striding to the gate without dis-

stooping to accommodate every need?

robing at a security station or at the ever present conveyor belt, spreading one’s belongings

However this state of affairs came to be, it is plain

as if offering them for sale at covered bazaar.

that it is here to stay. The annoyances of travel are not

As jumbo jets took hold, airlines scrambled to

going to disappear anytime soon.

top one another in offering luxury aloft. Piano

backdrop, enter the travel watch. Has not the frequent

bars on the upper deck; reserved dining tables

traveler earned and does he not rightly deserve a

with proper linens set aside in the middle sec-

timepiece that not only eases one of the burdens of

tions; racks of beef, veal or lamb carved on the

long-distance travel, namely, without fuss, keeping

trolley for dinner.

track of both home time and local time, but one that,

So against this

as well, is guaranteed to bring pleasure every time a
As we all have sadly witnessed, this gauzy travel

gaze falls upon it? One that every time it is used

dream world has been systematically dismembered

provides a satisfying interlude, a bit of insulation from

and dismantled. Now, instead of being carried along

the grating travel annoyances that otherwise bombard

with a soothing string of comforting graces, the airline

an intrepid voyageur.

Villeret Demi-Fuseau Horaire 8 Jours.
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This is the sentiment that Blancpain had in mind

tested design conventions for travel watches with two

Although the display of home time and local time

lutionary is the accommodation to half time zones.

when it conceived two new Villeret double time zone

sets of time hands; the small set of hands located at

follows longstanding Blancpain practice, both of these

Previous models jumped local time in ﬁxed one-hour

watches that were unveiled at Basel 2011. It set out to

12 o’clock for the display of home time and a large

models feature signiﬁcant advances in functionality. As

increments which, although suitable for many cities on

create timepieces that would be agreeably easy to use,

set of hands positioned at the center of the dial for

in the past, the setting of local time is accomplished via

earth, does not take account of many important locales

be fully adapted to all major destinations on earth, and

showing local time. This double fuseau horaire (the

the crown. When the crown is in the setting position,

such as Delhi, Caracas, or Kabul, to name a few. Accord-

do so with elegance and style. These two Villerets, one

watchmaking term for two separate but full time dis-

the local time indication advances in a series of ﬁxed

ing to local governmental decrees, these and other

40 mm in diameter offering a 72-hour power reserve,

plays on a single dial) layout is perfectly conceived to

jumps, while the home time indication in the subdial at

similar cities have adopted a convention establishing

the other 42 mm in diameter and boasting a full 8-

show at a glance both home time and local time with-

12 o’clock remains unchanged. In this respect, too, the

local time half an hour separated from time zones on

day power reserve, conform to one of Blancpain’s time-

out the slightest possibility of confusing the two.

new models are similar to their forebears. What is revo-

either side. In order to allow the new Villeret watches
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BLANCPAIN HAS CREATED AN INGENIOUS SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING
THREE FUNCTIONS WITH THE CROWN.

to be used everywhere on the globe with equal con-

setting would be accomplished by pulling the crown to

venience (except for two or three obscure islands that

the ﬁrst position (also used for jumping of the hour hand

have seen ﬁt to deﬁne their time zone as one quarter

in setting local time—one hour increments in the earlier

of an hour apart from an adjacent time zone), Blanc-

watches). To move from one date to another, the local

pain outﬁtted both watches with a movement that

time hour hand would be rotated through as many

jumps the local time indication in half-hour increments.

days, forward or backwards, as required to reach the

The realization of half-hour jumps in the setting of local

correct date. Thus, in the previous models, in common

time requires far greater complexity in the GMT com-

with industry practice for virtually all similar double time

ponents of the movement than previous models that

zone watches, there was no rapid direct method for

only jumped the hour hand. The reason is only logical.

setting the date.

Instead of moving just one local time hand in precise

address this inconvenience by providing for direct rapid

hour increments, the new Villeret’s now possess the

date change without the necessity of turning the local

components to jump both hands, hour and minute,

time settings through successive days.

The new Villeret watches both

in precise half-hour segments. Thus, by fashioning the
GMT mechanism to move both the hour and minute

To accomplish this feat of rapid date setting, Blanc-

hands by the half hour, these new Villerets may be per-

pain developed a switchable crown. The crown is ﬁt-

fectly set for every single important time zone on earth.

ted with a switching button which operates co-axially.

No longer are the major half-time-zone cities left out of

As the button is pushed, the crown’s function in posi-

the equation.

tion “1” switches back and forth between setting of the
local hand GMT time (that is half-hour changes back

Blancpain also conceived a second major advance

and forth) and setting of the date. A small hand be-

associated with the setting of the watch. In previous

tween the 4 and 5 o’clock position on the dial indicates

Léman and Villeret double fuseau horaire models date

whether the crown is set to change the GMT time on

Villeret Demi-Fuseau Horaire
Demi-Savonnette (hinged caseback).
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diagram 1

diagram 2
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the local hands or to set the date. Thus, when the own-

ment of the chronograph’s complicated start/stop/-

The genius of the column wheel design is shown

now positioned where the three-toothed wheel, I, can

er wants to move the GMT local time hands for a time-

return-to-zero functions. Not only do column wheels

in diagrams 1 and 2. In diagram 1, the movement is in

engage the exterior date ring of the movement. Simul-

zone change, all that is required is to push the button

provide great precision in the control of functions, they

the time-setting position. The column wheel is shown

taneously with this change, the ratchet, G, moves clock-

until the small hand indicates “T” (for Time); pull the

endow any pusher with an unmistakable creamy

as B. There are two main components of the column

wise, changing the position of the hand, H, which indi-

crown to the ﬁrst position and turn it until the desired

smooth touch and feel when actuated. Both because

wheel. At the lower level are teeth which engage with

cates on the dial whether time or date has been

time zone is reached (of course, the home time indica-

of this precision and silky feel, column wheel control for

the pusher A. At the upper level are the “columns” or,

selected. There is one other element which has been

tion at the 12 o’clock subdial will remain unchanged).

chronographs has rightly earned its place as a mark of a

as they are sometimes termed, “pillars”. These pillars form

incorporated into the date-changing system: Blancpain

Or if the date is to be set, push the crown button until

top-grade timepiece (and similarly chronographs lacking

a series of protruding “posts” which alternate with the

has made it totally secure. As sophisticated connois-

the hand indicates “D” (for Date), pull the crown to the

column wheel control betray a cheapness in design,

“troughs”. In the time position shown in diagram 1, the

seurs know, there is a problem with most date mech-

ﬁrst position and then turn for rapid date setting. Of

which, although pleasing to accountants looking to save

large lever, C, is resting on one of the protruding posts.

anisms if a manual change is attempted during the pe-

course, if the date has already been properly set for

money, are not ﬁtting to ﬁne haut de gamme time-

This causes the lever to position itself so that the gear

riod (usually around midnight) when the movement is in

home time on the watch and local time is advanced or

pieces). So borrowing a page from its chronographs,

train of the crown, E, engages with the GMT time wheel,

the course of automatically advancing the date. This is

retarded through midnight, the date will automatically

Blancpain implemented its crown function switching

F. The reﬁnement of a column wheel control is shown

because gears are already engaged to effectuate the

change, with no manual intervention needed.

with a column wheel. Of course, there were simpler

in diagram 2 which illustrates what happens when the

change to the next day so that manual intervention risks

ways to construct a function switch, but by utilizing a

pusher A is depressed again. The effect of the push is

breaking delicate teeth. In order to prevent the risk of

The development of the crown function switching

column wheel Blancpain’s movement designer’s insured

to rotate the column wheel, B, clockwise. That rotation,

this occurring with the new Villerets, Blancpain secured

mechanism took Blancpain’s movement designers, of all

that the switch would be utterly precise in switching

in turn, causes the ﬁnger of large lever, C, to move from

the movement from the risk of damage by disconnect-

places, to their repertoire of chronograph techniques.

between the time and date functions and furthermore

riding on one of the pillars, to fall instead into a trough.

ing the manual system during the period surrounding

All of Blancpain’s chronographs use a component

that the feel of the button would be satisfyingly smooth

As a result of this change in position, the gear train, E, is

midnight. If a date change is attempted during this

known as a column wheel for the control and manage-

every time it was pressed.

disconnected from the GMT time wheel and instead is

time, the crown can be freely turned without risk of
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THE USE OF A SOPHISTICATED COLUMN WHEEL SWITCHING MECHANISM ENDOWS
THE CROWN PUSHER WITH A REFINED FEEL.

breakage. Are there switching systems which are sim-

received special attention as the daytime sun design is

pler? Of course, however, none rival the sophistication

created by a special process that deposits gold on the

of the column wheel and, most important, none en-

top enamel layer, the evening design, which, of course,

dow the watch with the reﬁned pusher feel that the

presents the moon, with a deposit of platinum. The

column wheel produces.

automatic winding movement features a free sprung
titanium balance with gold regulation screws and three

Both Villerets complete their displays in the same

mainspring barrels.

fashion with a day/night indicator located at 9 o’clock.
As it should be, the day/night hands of both watches

The 40-mm version is offered in red gold with a

remain linked to home time, thus displaying whether

half hunter caseback and guilloche dial and in stainless

the home time hands are showing am or pm. One

steel with white dial and is powered by a two-barrel

would fervently hope that the owner would need no

automatic winding movement.

similar prompting with respect to local time as a look
outside the window would sufﬁce.
The 8-day-power-reserve 42 mm versions are
the ﬂagships. Two variants will be available, one in red
gold, the other in white gold. Each will be ﬁtted with a
full ﬁred, bombé enamel dial. The day/night indicator

Villeret Demi-Fuseau Horaire 8 Jours.
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AUBERGE

DE L’ILL

CAN THERE BE SUCH A THING AS A GRAND FAMILY RESTAURANT? HARDER
STILL, CAN SUCH A RESTAURANT SPAN NOT ONLY GENERATIONS BUT SIBLINGS AS WELL? THE AUBERGE DE L’ILL IN ALSACE HAS ACHIEVED A RECORD
WHICH IS CERTAINLY UNEQUALED IN ITS TIME AND GUARANTEED NEVER TO
BE MATCHED IN THE FUTURE: 150 YEARS OF FAMILY OWNERSHIP; 60 YEARS
OF MICHELIN STARS.
TEXT: JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

At right: Laetitia, Jean-Pierre, Marie, Danielle, Paul and Marc Haeberlin and Dirck Gieselmann.
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here are a few attributes of human na-

a knot, olive oil popsicles for dessert! Nothing is off

ture that, simply put, are universally ac-

limits. What matters is not to be better, mind you,

THE AUBERGE ENVELOPES ITS GUESTS IN THE COMFORT OF PERFECTLY

cepted and admit of no contest. For example,

just different from what has come before. Novelty

TURNED OUT CLASSICS.

in the midst of any quiet orderly gathering

as its own virtue.

stand up and shriek, veins bulging along your
Everyone

Overlooked in this food-screaming frenzy is

within earshot will swivel to stare. You will

that, however effective it may be in attracting atten-

have the full undivided attention of the

tion, in common with the shriek in the room, interest

45 years at the summit with three stars! The Haeberlin

food fashion or fetish, no artiﬁces, no cuisine of

group, at least for an instant.

is ﬂeeting. So, too, is the longevity of purveyors of

family and their Auberge de l’Ill lay claim to all of that.

vapors. Instead the Auberge envelopes its guests in

neck, at the top of your lungs.

this gastronomy, where lifespans of the establish-

the comfort of perfectly turned out classics.

Well, something similar seems to be happening

ments offering it are measured in months. A truism.

Most restaurant reviews are composed based

in the world of gastronomy. A sizeable cadre of

No restaurant has ever endured for a signiﬁcant pe-

upon the experience of one or two meals, usually

Those adhering to the audacious creation

restaurants has dedicated itself to this exploitive trick

riod of time, which should be counted by decades,

closely spaced in time. As is ﬁtting for a review of

credo challenge the diner. What is the chef trying

to garner attention. In pursuit of head swivels and

following the bulging neck vein playbook.

one of the deans of the Michelin cavalcade, I can

to do here? What is he saying to me? What am I

draw upon personal memories spanning 15 years at

supposed to sense and taste in this dish? What’s

pivots from passionate foodies and critics, they ﬁguratively scream at the top of their gastronomic lungs

Resolute in spurning these evanescent “restau-

the Auberge. Albeit with my own catalog of mem-

wrong with me if I just don’t get it? Even if I don’t

concocting novelties on the plate. Of course, to

rant parlor tricks” is the Auberge de l’Ill in the Alsa-

ories covering but a fraction of the Auberge’s

like this dish, better utter little murmurs of pleasure

qualify as a novelty, that is to say to get noticed,

cian village of Illhäusern. Juxtaposed against the

century-and-a-half legacy, I can come to ﬁrmly held

so that I won’t be thought a heathen. By sticking

swiveling heads and all, the bar is raised constantly.

trendy food fashionistas of the moment (remember

views that have been formed and re-enforced over

with its heritage, the Auberge allows the diner to

The combinations, the constructions, the presenta-

raw vegan food temples that managed an eighteen

a period dwarﬁng that of the commonplace restau-

settle into the meal, turn off one’s brain, and, in utter

tions, the ingredients follow an ever arching upward

month run of popularity?) try this one on for size:

rant reviews. There is one given that draws me back

relaxation, simply savor the goodness of what is be-

trajectory of audacity and, frankly, outrageousness.

how about a restaurant with not only a history reach-

year after year, its constancy (and isn’t 15 years suf-

ing served. No fears of being unable to understand

Foam, vapors, deconstruction, molecular cuisine,

ing back a century and a half, but with that lineage

ﬁcient time to draw a conclusion about constancy?)

the chef’s code. Just the pure pleasure of the mo-

new cooking methods or occasionally non-cooking

all within a single family! Or two other statistics:

and its ﬁdelity to its principles and philosophy. No

ment. If you want to think of this as three-star com-

methods, deep fried hollandaise, foie gras tied into

nearly 60 continuous years of Michelin stars; and

ﬁreworks, no showy creations following the latest

fort food, go ahead.
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Marc Haeberlin.

THE HAEBERLIN FAMILY’S HISTORY WITH THE RESTAURANT STRETCHES BACK
MORE THAN 150 YEARS TO THE TIME WHEN THE GREAT-GREAT-GRANDMOTHER
OF TODAY’S CHEF, MARC HAEBERLIN, FIRST BEGAN TENDING THE STOVES.

The comfort and the quiet assurance that de-

a no-frills village inn which had operated for decades

ﬁnes the experience at the Auberge de l’Ill owes its

specializing in simple preparations featuring local

origins in no small measure to the depth and

freshwater ﬁsh. Tragically, L’Arbre Vert, which like to-

breadth of its ties to the Haeberlin family. Few grand

day’s restaurant sits immediately opposite the bridge

restaurants on the globe can trace back more than

spanning the Ill river was completely destroyed in

a generation or two. The Haeberlin family’s history

the bombing of the bridge in 1945.

with the restaurant stretches back more than 150
years to the time when the great-great-grandmother

Reconstruction fell to Marc’s father, Paul, and

of today’s chef, Marc Haeberlin, ﬁrst began tending

his uncle, Jean-Pierre, who built today’s Auberge de

the stoves. Through this century and a half of own-

l’Ill on the same site. In a turn of events that speaks

ership, the Haeberlins have navigated their enter-

volumes about the ﬁckleness of war adjacent to a

prise not only through difﬁcult periods in history

border, the two brothers spent the war separated

(how is that as a euphemism for “war”–“difﬁcult

from each other both physically and politically: Paul

period”) but endured the vicissitudes of a border

ﬁghting with the Free French Forces, while Jean-

shifting between German and French jurisdiction.

Pierre was unwillingly conscripted by the Wehrmacht. As they came together after the war to

The original restaurant, although far more

rebuild, each brother took responsibility for a dif-

modest than today’s, known as L’Arbre Vert, was

ferent side of the operation. Paul, who had trained
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FOR MORE THAN TEN YEARS, CHEF MARC HAEBERLIN LEADS THE SOCIETY
OF “LES GRANDES TABLES DU MONDE” AS ITS PRESIDENT.

the sky, for the returning diner to see the names of

cylinders meant to be dipped into the mayonnaise

these time-honored dishes laid out in the center

which is subtly enhanced with sake. It was the deft-

section of the menu.

ness of the ﬂavoring which made this stand out.
How many chefs import a Japanese ingredient like

But there is refreshment too.

In the same

sake and then, to punctuate their choice, overdose it

breath where Marc Haeberlin unequivocally re-

to the point where it is no longer a ﬂavor enhancer

as a chef beginning at age 14 in nearby Ribeauvillé

tering the specialties and philosophy of the restau-

afﬁrms that the grand recipes developed by his

but a whallop to the chin? Not so here as the sake

and later in Paris, presided over the kitchen while

rant. But the Haeberlin family wings spread broadly

father will never leave the card, he has invented and

is given its place as a light background polish.

Jean-Pierre, who had studied decorative arts in

touching every aspect of the Auberge with Marc’s

created on his own. As he travels to Asia twice a

Strasbourg, attended the front of the house.

sister, Danielle, and daughter, Laetitia, welcoming

year to supervise the Auberge de l’Ills in Japan (there

A second amuse-bouche took the form of

each arriving guest and escorting him to the table;

are two), he has picked up nuances and ingredients

Rillettes de lapin avec purée de pois à la gelée de

Rising to the top of the Michelin pyramid never

Marco Baumann, Danielle’s husband, managing the

to bring freshness to preparations. All the same, the

homard.

passes swiftly. But the Haeberlin brothers plotted a

restaurant’s hotel. Even Marc’s mother plays a role

new creations respect the philosophy that has guid-

pork. However, by using rabbit instead, the rillettes

steady course nonetheless. The ﬁrst Michelin star

tending to the magniﬁcent gardens that surround

ed the restaurant for 60 years. Standing apart from

become far lighter and more subtle. Of course, rillettes

came in 1952, followed by a second in 1957. Then,

the Auberge.

the modernists, each dish always presents itself as a

are rustic, but both the pea puree and the lobster

whole. A uniﬁed creation. There is no schizophrenia

jelly insure that sophistication is brought to the dish.

as now, particularly stingy and slow to reward with

Traditionally, rillettes are prepared with

the ultimate accolade of three stars, Michelin waited

Plainly the family and the restaurant are one,

on the plate with disparate ingredients or prepara-

until 1967 before bestowing the crown of the third

tightly bound together by heritage and tradition.

tions speaking in individualized, unconnected voices.

What follows are two legendary starters, each

star. Auberge de l’Ill has held its ranking ever since.

And tradition speaks loudly on the menu which

Instead, even with modern touches, every plate is

one a never-to-be-missed triumph. As they are un-

carries forward the grand classics developed by

thoroughly singular and classical–and thankfully so.

likely to be paired in a single meal, we are offering

Today, Jean-Pierre Haeberlin, now in his 86th

Marc’s father.

Indeed, it is the prospect of re-

no less than a prescription which compels two visits

year, still circulates through the dining room greeting

encountering these favorites that fuels anticipation

To accompany the aperitif, the meal begins

guests. Paul Haeberlin, who passed only three years

among the habitués before every return visit. It is

with Fritures de carpe à la mayonnaise japonaise.

ago, has been succeeded in the kitchen by his son

profoundly reassuring, somewhat akin to validating

This is one of Marc’s creations no doubt inspired by

The ﬁrst of these two “musts” is the Terrine de

Marc who spent decades working at his side mas-

that the constellations are properly positioned in

his trips to Japan. The fritures are crispy ﬁnger food

foie gras d’oie. Outside of Alsace, foie gras prepara-

to the Auberge.
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Le Suprême de pigeon au foie gras.

tions now more commonly feature duck. The Au-

ing in a bit of dramatic ﬂourish, I left out the next

berge is resolutely partisan to goose which, when it

part of the menu description that carries with it Marc

is right as it is here, is always an order of magnitude

Haeberlin’s transformation of the dish: au caviar de

richer, creamier and more unctuous than ever is pos-

Petrossian, moules et frites. That last phrase high-

sible with duck. The convention of serving the foie

lights daring contrast, the yin and yang of the plate.

gras with toasted brioche is observed, but I have

Moules and frites are themselves street food; caviar

never understood why. Nothing should interfere

needs no explanation of its place on the food

with or stand between the tongue and the deca-

pyramid. This marriage of rustic and aristocratic is

dently creamy foie gras. Perhaps a dollop of the

no less than a triumph. It arrives at the table in an

ﬁnely riced gelée of Tokay which is always offered

earthenware terrine which, uncovered, reveals a

on the plate, but that’s it. So instead of the ritual of

checkerboard lattice of sardines and copious

poising morsels of foie gras on bits of the toast, the

amounts of caviar, all poised on a bed of ﬁnely diced

sensations are intensiﬁed by just simply eating the

potato, leek, mussels, herbs with just a slight polish

foie gras with a fork letting it liquefy in the mouth. It

of vinaigrette. The combination is ethereal. Majestic.

is dangerous to speak in absolutes, but it is doubt-

Prosaic ingredients have been transformed as they

ful that there is a ﬁner foie gras to be found any-

orbit around and become foils for the caviar.

where, particularly when married with a late harvest Riesling.

Tradition speaks loudly in the preparation of
La mousseline de grenouilles Paul Haeberlin. This dish

The second “must” bears the deceptive appel-

has been on the menu since 1966, a year before

lation La boîte de sardines “Auberge de l’Ill”. Can

Michelin awarded the third star and, for the Haeber-

that be? Three-star sardines? Sardines that nor-

lin family always calls to mind the achievement of

mally evoke the image of ﬁshing village street food?

the ranking. The frogs’ legs are completely deboned

Actually, sardines en boîte are in fact a longstanding

and encased in a mousseline of sandres, all napped

traditional dish at the Auberge, but, perhaps indulg-

in a lemon-butter herb-infused sauce. There is here

La mousseline de grenouilles Paul Haeberlin.

LA MOUSSELINE DE GRENOUILLES
PAUL HAEBERLIN
Accompanied by Duval-Leroy Champagne

Ingredients for 8 people
2 kg frogs’ legs
200 g flesh of sandres
2 egg whites
½ litre cream
150 g butter
½ bottle Duval-Leroy Champagne
4 shallots, chopped
500 g spinach
1 spoon of “roux” (mixture of
flour and butter)
Chives
Salt and pepper
½ lemon

Cook the chopped shallots in butter in a frying pan until transparent, and add half
the frogs’ legs and the Duval-Leroy “Cuvée Femme” Champagne. Season and cover
and cook gently for three minutes.
Remove the frogs’ legs, reserve the stock and reduce by half.
For the mousse: grate the sandres flesh in a fine grater, as well as the other half of
the deboned frogs’ legs. Season and fold in the two egg whites.
Add the cream little by little until the mousse is evenly mixed, remove from mixer
and place in the refrigerator.
Debone the remaining frogs’ legs and put them aside.
Grease 8 ramekins. Place the mousse in a pastry bag with a round nozzle and cover
the walls, filling the center with the cooked frogs’ legs. Cover with a layer of filling.
Place the ramekins in a bain-marie and cook in the oven for 15 minutes at 180 °C.
Sauce: blend the reduced stock with the spoon of roux and bring to the boil.
Add a bowl of cream and incorporate the remaining butter little by little, stirring all
the time. Add the juice of half a lemon and season.
Remove the contents from the ramekins and place on a dish garnished with buttered
spinach, cooked in lightly salted water.
Cover the mousselines with the sauce and sprinkle with finely chopped chives.
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La pêche Haeberlin.

delicacy in all dimensions as both the mousseline

else on the way to another somewhere else. Or

and frogs’ legs create the sensation of little pillows

more egregious, the tale of a wag selling Agneau à

or perhaps clouds on the palate.

la ﬁcelle de Sisteron. No, the lamb was not at all
from Sisteron; the string was from Sisteron! Marc

Equally stunning is another classic, Le homard

Haeberlin’s solution to ﬁnding great lamb was to

I have never resisted this dish

take charge of the elevage. He personally assem-

even once. It is perhaps one of the world’s most

bled a group of 20 producers to raise lamb accord-

decadent lobster preparations featuring poached,

ing to his rigid requirements. The quality is incom-

just to the point of translucence, sections of lobster,

parable. It has a succulence and mildness the equal

poised on a bed of spinach, all thoroughly bathed

of which I have not found elsewhere.

Prince Vladimir.

in a classic lobster sauce (of course made with the
shells) with the entirety rapidly gratinéed just before

Also not to be overlooked is the pigeon. The

serving. This is a dish for those who dream of lob-

pigeon breast and foie gras are wrapped as a pack-

ster; revel in it. Every component speaks to and

age encased by a single cabbage leaf and caul fat,

ampliﬁes the essence of meat.

roasted till rare and served with an intense trufﬂed
stock reduction. The precision and reﬁnement of

One of the great specialties of the Auberge de
l’Ill is the Agneau Allaiton d’Aveyron. France is leg-

the preparation are perfect. Served with it are caramelized carrots and turnips.

endary for great appellations of lamb–Agneau de

La boîte de sardines
“Auberge de l'Ill”.

Sisteron, Agneau de pré-salé, Agneau des Pyrénées.

Two desserts draw from the long tradition of

The trouble with many of these is that in many in-

the Auberge. The ﬁrst are crêpes ﬁlled with vanilla

stances the criteria are not rigidly enforced. Marc

pastry cream and preserved cherries, all ﬂamed

Haeberlin tells the stories of many Agneaux de Sis-

tableside in eau-de-vie. In an age where all too

teron whose ties to the region are as tourists: the

often we seem to have lost our way in deﬁning the

lambs passed through Sisteron from somewhere

restaurant experience in terms of denial–fewer
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calories, dialed-down richness, less substance, es-

chocolates offered at the end; and attentive service

sentially less of everything until all the goodness is

from a staff that has remained remarkably stable

THERE IS A REASON THAT THE AUBERGE DE L’ILL HAS ENDURED.

sucked out–it is a wonder to confront once again a

and unchanged–always a good sign–over the years,

IT IS THE CONFIDENCE IN ITS TRADITIONS AND PATRIMONY AND THE ABIDING

dessert that proudly struts its decadence. Yes it is

including the maître d’hôtel who is now marking

CONVICTION IN ITS TALENTS THAT REQUIRE NO ARTIFICE, ELABORATION

rich, but that’s the point. It brings a meal to an end

his 34th year at the restaurant.

OR FIREWORKS TO BE APPRECIATED BY ITS PATRONS.

on a luscious high note.
There is a reason that the Auberge de l’Ill has
Rewarding in a different way, but also full-on in

endured. It is the conﬁdence in its traditions and

its devotion to maintenance of an undiluted dessert

patrimony and the abiding conviction in its talents

experience is La pêche Haeberlin. This is a marriage

that require no artiﬁce, elaboration or ﬁreworks to

of poached white peach, pistachio ice cream and a

be appreciated by its patrons, like yours truly, who

champagne sabayon. Two spoonfuls abundantly

come year after year and will continue to do so as

demonstrate why this has been a ﬁxture on the

long as the Auberge stays the course.

menu for more than 40 years. There is wonder in
the way it is the pistachio which binds all the sweetness of the other two ingredients together. This is a
dish which is rich, intense and immensely satisfying.
Of course, a meal at the Auberge de l’Ill overﬂows with an abundance of other rewarding
graces–its garden setting, including a magniﬁcent
weeping willow, along the Ill river; an antique earthenware Alsacian hearth in the entry salon; an encyclopedic wine list that serves as a reference for all
the grand names in the region; a dizzying array of

•
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THERE IS LITTLE THAT SEPARATES THE USEFULNESS OF
AN ANNUAL CALENDAR FROM A FULL PERPETUAL. IN
FACT, IT IS JUST ONE DAY PER YEAR. AND THAT BECOMES
OF EVEN LESS CONSEQUENCE WHEN THE ANNUAL
CALENDAR IS COMBINED WITH A GMT FUNCTION TO
PRODUCE AN IDEAL TRAVEL COMPANION.
TEXT: JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
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AN IDEAL COMBINATION FOR THE TRAVELER: BOTH AN ANNUAL CALENDAR
AND TWO TIME ZONE DISPLAYS.

That is how

Even the exception for the month of February, when a manual advance of the

people customarily recite a full calendar date. Why is it

calendar is required, is facilitated with the Villeret Annual Calendar GMT. This is

then that watches customarily don’t express or display a

because Blancpain’s new timepiece is equipped with Blancpain’s exclusive under-lug

date in that way? All too often the date is found in one

correctors. Whereas the industry norm requires the use of a tool to push a corrector

part of the dial display, the day of the week somewhere

located in the sidewalls of the case when a calendar indication is to be set, Blancpain’s

else and the month in yet a third place.

“Today is Monday, the 31st of January.”

Disjointed.

patented under-lug correctors can be manipulated with a ﬁnger tip. When the end of

Deconstructed if you will. “31”, “Monday”, “January”. Oh, all the informa-

February rolls around, in place of a frantic search for that correction tool, the owner

tion is found on the dial, it’s just not arranged as you would say it.

simply pushes on the under-lug corrector for the date, and the watch is set for another
full year, until the next end of February. Moreover, since these easily operated correc-

Blancpain set out to change that with its Villeret Annual Calendar GMT. All of
the date indications are grouped together on the right side of the dial, stacked as

tors are nestled under the lugs of the watch, the case sides are perfectly clean, unmarred by the usual corrector dimples used by others.

you would speak them, day of the week on top, date below, month on the bottom.
As the name suggests, there is even more functionality beyond the annual
Beyond the logic of its arrangement of the date indications in the order in

calendar which has been incorporated into this new Villeret movement, that of a time

which most would think and speak of them, this new Villeret offers the convenience

zone or GMT watch. The dial offers two time displays; conventional large hour and

of an annual calendar. In terms of functionality, an annual calendar nearly equals

minute hands and a subdial with a 24-hour indication. The large hour hand can be

that of a perpetual calendar in that it accounts for the months which have 30 and

advanced or retarded in one-hour jumps via the crown while the 24-hour hand

31 days. Thus, for all of the months except February, this annual calendar will auto-

remains unchanged. This allows for easy setting of the large time display to a new

matically advance to the ﬁrst of the next month at the conclusion of the preceding

local time zone (presuming that the owner has traveled across time zones and

month, regardless of that month’s length. This is precisely the beneﬁt derived from

wants to have the watch set to the new local time) leaving the 24-hour subdial to

a full perpetual calendar. The only departure from the perpetual is that this new

read home time. This is the perfect arrangement for travelers who want to read local

annual calendar does not keep track of leap years, which remains the unique

time easily and have a ready reference for home time.

province of perpetual. Thus, one time per year, at the end of the month of February,
the annual calendar requires the intervention of the owner to advance the watch to

If you are a discerning connoisseur, a question should begin bubbling up in

the ﬁrst of March. With that sole exception, all of the “goodness” of a perpetual

your consciousness. “What happens to the annual calendar when the local time is

calendar is found in this new annual model.

advanced through midnight?” And, if you are really steeped in the watchmaking art,
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there should be one other question which pops to mind.

Generally speaking,

complicated calendar mechanisms cannot be turned backwards, so the question
would be: “What happens to the annual calendar date when the local time is not
advanced, but turned backwards past midnight?”
These are more than questions about the design of the movement and how
the complex annual calendar and the GMT functions are integrated, they speak to
the utility of the timepiece as a travel companion. In the same way that a well designed travel watch should prominently display the local time with the principal time
hands, it should also display the local date. This way the watch operates as a “normal”
timepiece in the new time zone where the owner has traveled. What one wants to
know is the time and date in the current location. Blancpain has always provided
this functionality in its Villeret and Léman GMT watches as well in its Léman and
L-evolution Reveil watches (and offers this functionality in the new Villeret Half Time
Zone watches). The date display in all of those Blancpains has been linked to local time
and, if local time is advanced or retarded through midnight, the date moves forward
and backwards appropriately.

BLANCPAIN, THUS, HAS ACHIEVED A WORLD FIRST WITH A FORWARD AND
BACKWARDS OPERATING ANNUAL CALENDAR LINKED TO THE LOCAL TIME
OF THE GMT MECHANISM.

This logical linking of the date to local time changes becomes orders of magnitude
more challenging to enable when the date indication is made part of a complex
calendar such as an annual calendar. As a general rule, advancement of a complicated
calendar through linkage to another mechanism such as a GMT is difﬁcult. Retardation
of such a calendar, that is to say turning its indications backwards, is extremely difﬁcult.
How difﬁcult? Difﬁcult enough that no annual calendar/GMT combination with
the calendar linked to local time has ever been produced before Blancpain’s debut of
this new Villeret model. One other annual calendar/GMT watch has been offered by
another brand, but it simply avoided the challenges of designing its calendar to go
forward and backwards by not linking the calendar to the GMT mechanism (local time)
and leaving it simply as a date display for home time, which, of course, does not advance or retard with changes in the local time. Blancpain, thus, has achieved a world
ﬁrst with the Villeret Annual Calendar GMT with its forward and backwards operating
calendar linked to the local time of the GMT mechanism.
Enhancing the usefulness of the Annual GMT as a travel companion is its automatic twin mainspring barrel winding base caliber. It offers a full 72 hours of power
reserve. A hand-ﬁnished gold guilloche-decorated winding rotor visually contrasts
with the hand-ﬁnished movement, all visible through the sapphire caseback.
Of course, as a member of the Villeret Collection the guilloche-style dial has
applied gold Roman numerals matching the color of the 40-mm case. It will be offered
in white gold or red gold.

Villeret Quantième Annuel GMT.
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ALAIN DELIZÉE
ANALYSES AND SHOCK TREATMENTS

ALAIN DELIZÉE HEADS THE BLANCPAIN LABORATORY IN LE SENTIER. HIS JOB IS TO TEST, FIND LIMITS, BREAK THINGS, REASSESS
THE SOLUTIONS CHOSEN, AND INVENT TESTING MACHINES FOR
WATCHES AND WATCH MOVEMENTS. A WATCHMAKER AND ENGINEER BY TRAINING, THIS RESERVED MAN, WHO ALWAYS EMPHASIZES TEAMWORK, ALSO LEADS A VERY ACTIVE LIFE OUTSIDE
OF BLANCPAIN!
TEXT: MICHEL JEANNOT
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three years and a secondary school professional diploma
qualifying him to study at an école supérieure (specialized
university-level institution). Soon thereafter, he matriculated at
the Yverdon-les-Bains School of Engineering and there chose
a course of study not directly related to watchmaking, namely
microtechnology. We recall that in the mid-1980s, watchmaking did not have much wind in its sails and it was wise not to
put all one’s formative eggs in one basket… Besides, while
Alain Delizée loves watchmaking, he is also open, curious, and
likes to study various disciplines.

ADMIRE

“I have always loved miniaturization,”
says Delizée, who still admires all
tiny mechanisms.

As wagging tongues tell it, no one can live in the Joux

THE QUINTESSENTIAL SWISS

IN SHORTS AND FLIP-FLOPS

Valley unless they were born there. Especially if they love sun
and the sea. “That’s a city-dweller talking,” replies Alain Delizée,

It all started with a visit to the Joux Valley Technical School.

With his double set of credentials as a watchmaker and

a native Belgian whose passion for watches and nature brought

“I was lucky enough to visit it alone with my dad, and guided

microtechnology engineer, Alain Delizée knew he would have

him to live in Les Bioux, in the heart of this Joux Valley that for

by the director at the time, Charles-André Reymondin,” Delizée

some professional opportunities, and decided to experience life

over two centuries has been the sanctum sanctorum of watch-

remembers. “He presented the school to me in an amazing and

ﬁrst. He traveled—in the winter, to the mountains as a snow-

making expertise. He still lives here today, with his wife and

incredibly lively way. It hit me like a ton of bricks! I was blown

boarding coach; in the summer, to the lake as a sailboarding

16-year-old son, and knows very well how to make the most of

away and was soon telling myself that I should go study there.”

instructor—and undertook a series of activities and odd jobs,
interrupted by a few months of sheer delight and sailboarding

this place: between kitesurﬁng, mountain biking, cross-country
skiing (at night, with a headlamp!), gardening and odd jobs, this

Shortly afterwards, native Belgian and now Swiss Alain

in the Canary Islands. To cut a long story short, the young man

multitalented man always keeps busy during his free time, like

Delizée was arriving in an unfamiliar place, after spending his

wholeheartedly pursued his second passion: sports, move-

a movement that never winds down. Yet, early on, there was

childhood between Nyon and Geneva. Needless to say, no

ment—already!—and outdoor pursuits. He spent two years liv-

nothing to suggest that the young man would settle in this

one in his family had ever been remotely connected with

ing life to the fullest, so as to be absolutely ready to start a real

area, other than a visit to a watchmaking school after a chance

watchmaking. For him, it was his fascination with mechanics

career. Notably, it was in ﬂip-ﬂops and shorts that, on the

encounter, and a passion for both nature and the very small.

and the very small, coupled with this school visit, that were to

shores of Lake Joux, Alain Delizée met Jacques Piguet, who

determine his path.

received an offer of services from the beach attendant—who

“I have always loved miniaturization,” says Delizée, who

also happened to be a watchmaker and engineer! Thus began

still admires all tiny mechanisms. “Conversely, I am also fasci-

“As a Swiss, I have done two things in the best Swiss

nated by very large mechanical things—Caterpillar, for example!

tradition,” he says with a broad smile. “Since Switzerland had

My heart has always swung back and forth between these two

welcomed me, I did my military service—which was difﬁcult,

So, in 1992, Alain Delizée got his start at Frédéric Piguet in

extremes. But I needed to steer myself into a manual profes-

since I didn’t always agree with the orders that came down

Le Brassus, next door to Blancpain’s “farm house”—working in

sion. I wanted to touch the material; that’s important. Since I

the chain of command—and I devoted my career to making

technical customer service. “In short, that means I was on the

was very young, I have always tinkered. Perhaps watchmaking

watches. In short, you can see that I am a perfectly assimilat-

front lines!” he grins. After two years, he also set up and later

is a mixture of the two: miniaturization and the opportunity to

ed Swiss!” So his career path began at the Joux Valley Techni-

headed the after-sales service department. Two years later, he

be in contact with the material.”

cal School with a watchmaking apprenticeship completed in

was given responsibility for the Laboratory. This was at the time

a great professional adventure…
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when this family company had come under the Swatch Group umbrella and was
gearing up. With a boost from the Swatch Group, structures were strengthened and/
or created. “They gave us the resources to move forward,” notes Delizée. For the
Laboratory, this meant implementing a more appropriate structure by designing, manufacturing and developing in-house testing machines—there were none on the market—and tools; and drawing up a multitude of approval protocols. In fact, while many
things obviously were already in place, they naturally were not as well developed as
they are today. In addition, a higher volume of projects and inherent organizational
problems had to be managed. In fact, there was huge growth in a few years, which
meant that this structural and organizational adjustment was absolutely necessary.
Then, as now, Alain Delizée sees his relationship with his colleagues as key. For
him, team spirit and group work are not merely abstract concepts. At the very idea
that we were doing this proﬁle, the head of the Laboratory bridled at being put in the
spotlight. He told us right away, “For me, teamwork is what counts. It’s not me you
should be presenting, but the team and the colleagues I’ve been working with for
years. Each one contributes something. Here, we truly know how to work as a team,
and it’s important; naturally, this is reﬂected in the results of our work.”

ACCELERATION
Rough handling: thermal shocks of 90 °C
and acceleration at 5,000 G.

A CRUCIAL ENCOUNTER

This team spirit is also a story of encounters—those chance meetings that are so
important, they can inﬂuence one’s entire professional life. For Alain Delizée and
some of his colleagues, one such encounter was crucial: contact with Edmond Capt,
a watchmaking celebrity, namely the inventor of the Blancpain 1185 chronograph
caliber (see Lettres du Brassus No. 3), whose skills and intelligence made a lasting
impression on an entire generation of watchmakers and engineers, including Alain
Delizée. To hear Delizée talk, one senses that his contact with Capt was just as
decisive as the respect it inspired is deep. “He was an incredible guy, a colossus, but
impressively humble. He was the boss, he directed all the development. Aside
from his knowledge and his ability to move new ideas forward, I always valued his
candor and straight talking. Nothing was ever left unsaid with him. I unquestionably
learned my trade from contact with him; and the same is true for many of us. When
dealing with Edmond Capt, you listened, you learned, and you progressed. We gained
an incredible amount of knowledge working alongside of him.”
When Alain Delizée took leadership of the Laboratory in 1996, it consisted of
three or four people. “And to get access to a computer, I had to steal one from my
colleagues in the technical department!” he remembers. “But don’t write that!” (We
ignored his plea, given that all this is ancient history!) Since then, the Laboratory has
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changed completely. “In 20 years, I have had the opportunity
to work in three different companies without changing ﬁrms!

AN ADMISSION
OF MALTREATMENT

In the beginning, Frédéric Piguet was a small family company,
which then got a powerful boost when it was acquired by the

With “chief tester” Alain Delizée at its helm, the Laboratory

Swatch Group. Finally, more recently, with the incorporation of

is a true “chamber of horrors” for watches and movements. All

Frédéric Piguet into Blancpain, we have moved from being a

projects—which means all movements—are minutely examined

company that made “motors” to a brand.

Even though

and subjected to the worst kind of treatment under the impas-

Blancpain has been a special and privileged client for us for a

sive gaze of Alain Delizée and some ten co-workers. These

long time, these changes are obviously important. And while

nascent movements are spared nothing, or almost nothing.

all of the situations and eras had their advantages and disad-

Everything is approved, inspected, tested, aged, and measured

vantages, it has been very interesting and stimulating for me

so there will be no unpleasant surprises to disrupt the mecha-

to follow the evolution of this constantly changing entity that

nisms once they are approved. “I have a great time with the

currently has more than 700 employees.”

motors!” says Delizée. “I am a bit of a watch mechanic, and my
job is to nitpick, to see what they’re made of.” And there is no
need to tell him twice: almost every component and function is

KEEPING UP WITH THE TIMES

analyzed and tested. The barrel, gears, regulator, escapement,
winding crown stem, and any other sensitive parts are checked

“In 20 years, I have had the opportunity to work in three different companies without changing firms!

In the beginning,

This also means that the teams have to be highly adapt-

from every angle and in the most difﬁcult situations. The same

able. They need to be able to reassess what they are doing

is true of the functions, which are tirelessly tested and subjected

and learn from past mistakes in order to continually progress.

to the worst kinds of torture to evaluate their sturdiness: the

This philosophy is very much in evidence when visiting

date, instantaneous large date, power reserve, automatic wind-

Blancpain’s workshops today. And that is not by chance. “I

ing system, carousel, and even the tourbillon pass through the

wouldn’t have liked to be in a ‘fusty’ company, like the image

Laboratory employees’ expert and demanding hands. No one

people sometimes have of watchmaking,” stresses Delizée.

here worries about causing damage—that is what they are paid

“In fact, it is perfectly possible to respect the past and the ac-

to do. So it is not surprising to see tourbillon series—which can

complishments of our predecessors while keeping up with

be worth more than 250,000 Swiss francs each—being uncere-

We live in the 21 century, techniques have

moniously manhandled through tests. The reliability of a ﬁn-

changed, the materials are different and clients expect much

ished product also comes at this cost. And it is in this spirit that

the times.

st

more of their watches. For all of these reasons, you have to

Alain Delizée’s entire team does its work. In the end, the over-

Frédéric Piguet was a small family company, which then got a

keep up with the times, know how to reevaluate yourself and

all mission can be summarized as three goals: approve a move-

powerful boost when it was acquired by the Swatch Group.

especially how to move forward. Otherwise, you will only

ment’s construction, perform fatigue tests to determine its re-

partly live up to expectations, and you will get very bored

sistance to wear and tear, and, ﬁnally, subject all the movements

with your work.”

and watches to violent mechanical and thermal shocks. If a

Finally, more recently, with the incorporation of Frédéric Piguet

movement can withstand these wearing ordeals without dam-

into Blancpain, we have moved from being a company that
Located in Le Sentier, Blancpain’s R&D structure includes

made “motors” to a brand.

age, it will assuredly be well-born.

three entities once directed by Edmond Capt. The ﬁrst, the
technical department, managed by Marco Rochat, brings to-

To carry out these necessary tortures as effectively as pos-

gether the engineers who develop and construct all the

sible, the Laboratory relies on “a whole series of instruments

movements.

“They are super-constructors,” notes Delizée,

and testing machines,” as Alain Delizée puts it, which have

“but they almost never handle forceps. It’s not a question of

mostly been developed in-house. Aside from the famous pen-

compartmentalizing, but of efﬁciency and reality. Because

dulum ram impact-testing machine, which accelerates the

you can have the best constructors, but they do not necessar-

watches being tested at nearly 5,000 G and crashes them,

Even though Blancpain has been a special and privileged client

ily make the best developers. At Blancpain we are lucky to

other machines test the movements’ resistance to violent decel-

have super-constructors and super-developers. That is a con-

eration in six directions! As for the chronographs, they have to

for us for a long time, these changes are obviously important.

siderable advantage.” The second R&D entity is development

get through more than 10,000 start-stop-reset operations with-

logistics, headed by Emmanuel Couvreux. This department is

out incident to have a chance to continue their “career” in the

in charge of having the components made, ordering, tracking

Laboratory. While the powerful accelerations are impressive

planning, ﬁnding technical solutions for certain speciﬁc re-

for their violent motions, it is perhaps repetition that most

quests, “for example, when we are trying new materials or

severely tests watches and movements. For example, nearly

talking about somewhat exotic things,” Delizée clariﬁes. The

400,000 microblows are dealt to the pieces being tested

third R&D entity is the Laboratory.

to obtain a true measure of how well they stand up to stress!

PRIVILEGED
And while all of the situations and eras had their advantages
and disadvantages, it has been very interesting and stimulating
for me to follow the evolution of this constantly changing entity
that currently has more than 700 employees.”
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The “balisometer” and “varioforce” machines are used to make very accurate
measurements of the movements’ intrinsic performance and the slightest shifting in
their components. Happily blowing hot and cold, Laboratory employees revel in
inﬂicting horrendous temperature changes on movements undergoing the approval
process. One may well believe that an abrupt change from –20 °C to +70 °C is no
sinecure for the pieces subjected to these extreme conditions. Another pride and joy
of the Laboratory is the “geriator,” developed in-house to artiﬁcially age the gears.
If no wrinkles appear, they are on the right track! After sending the components on
a trip through time, the Laboratory’s experts treat the basic movements more reasonably, allowing them to run for several years while observing them to see whether they
perfectly conform to the near-invulnerability required of them.

SPIRIT

For Alain Delizée, team spirit
and group work are not merely
abstract concepts.

WATCHES THEN AND NOW:
TWO DIFFERENT WORLDS

These inspection and approval tests, described here in a few lines, are actually
very numerous and naturally take a great deal of time. For example, a complication
movement will undergo nearly 50 “stages” of tests, which represent more than
4,000 hours of testing in the Laboratory alone, not counting the years of observation
to which the movements are subjected once they have passed the battery of tests.
It should be noted that the prototype pieces tested in Blancpain’s Laboratory are
essentially mass-produced watches, owing to the company’s philosophy that test
pieces should correspond in every way to the watches that will later be sold. This is
true of all components and ﬁnishes—even the decorations are identically made.
The batteries of tests, in particular those done in the Laboratory, and advances in
many areas—metallurgy, lubrication, etc.—have made today’s watches much more
reliable and efﬁcient than timepieces offered only 15 or 20 years ago. Alain Delizée
conﬁrms this in his own words: “You would have to be blind or deliberately obtuse
not to understand that the watch as an object has undergone signiﬁcant development, to say the least.” The quality of steel is superior, the materials are better suited
for the uses asked of them, lubricants have been greatly improved, silicon and silicon
research have opened key new horizons, hairsprings have remarkable thermal compensation properties, magnetic effects can be avoided, shock resistance has been
much improved—in short, everything, or almost everything, has changed. “And this is
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a good thing,” Delizée adds, “because at the same time the wearer has higher expectations. Today’s watch is clearly more reliable in the sense that it keeps time better
and maintains this quality longer. Thanks to this double improvement, the owner
beneﬁts from another as well: longer maintenance intervals.”

KITESURFING AND TOURBILLON
And what kind of watch appeals to this specialist in reliability? “I like watches
that show all or part of the movement. At the same time, a living watch is a watch
that moves. Putting all of that together readily leads me to the tourbillon. A tourbillon is beautiful, you can see the main parts, and it whirls!” Which in no way hinders
Alain Delizée from reserving shock treatments for Blancpain tourbillons. And this is
not conﬁned to the Laboratory: “One of my best memories is having gone kitesurﬁng
with a Fifty Fathoms Tourbillon prototype. I was the only one of all my kitesurﬁng

PERPETUAL

This multitalented man keeps busy
during his free time, like a movement
that never winds down.

friends to know the value and beauty of the object that I was putting through such
rough treatment. And those magical moments in which I was bringing together
kitesurﬁng and watchmaking, my two passions, were, selﬁshly, some especially
intense ones.”
With this memory, Alain Delizée is already delighting in the prospect of leaving his
Le Sentier Laboratory’s testing instruments for a few days to once again experience the
exhilarating emotions of kitesurﬁng on the sea and waves of the Camargue region. •
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Caviar
PERHAPS AT THE OUTSET, SOME MIGHT HAVE HELD THAT FARMED CAVIAR WAS
BORN OF NECESSITY AS WILD STOCKS DIMINISHED IN QUANTITY AND SOARED IN
PRICE. TODAY THE REASONING IS MORE STRAIGHTFORWARD. WELL MADE FARMED
CAVIAR JUSTIFIES ITS EXISTENCE BASED ON ITS SUPERIOR QUALITY. IT’S THAT GOOD.
TEXT: JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
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I

s there any food that inspires a greater sense of occasion than caviar? No
matter how excellent, a meal featuring beefsteak soon is homogenized with
memories of all the other beefsteak meals in one’s life and effectively is

forgotten. So too with all the rest of the luxury foods–foie gras, langoustines,
lobster, duck. The next day perhaps vivid in their recounting, soon lost in a muddle
of imperfect recall. But caviar? A repast featuring a bowl, spoon and perhaps a
glass of a cuvée prestige champagne (and if the bowl is big enough perhaps several
glasses), that vividly sears mental images that endure in perpetuity.

caviar
aviar is decadent.
Of course it is decadent. But isn’t that the point? A bowl of top-class caviar–and please
don’t tart it up with “ﬁxings”; just a spoon, thank you–is supremely decadent, intergalactically so.
It elevates, better said, catapults, whatever day features it, from the ordinary to sublime. The lusts
that it inspires can indeed at times overpower reason. It is said that British King Edward II became
so enthralled that he decreed that henceforth all the sturgeon in his realm (and do remember
that it is the sturgeon that produce caviar) were his. That should do it; all the ﬁsh now belonged
to him, royal property. No more elbowing aside Dukes or Earls who might want to catch some
for themselves.
But there has been, of late, a rub. More people want to check in for a little spot of caviar
therapy than there is caviar to go around. Wild sturgeon that are responsible for its production
are menaced from all quarters; there has been massive overﬁshing diminishing their population
to perilously low levels; foul industrial pollution has poisoned their habitats; and, to top it
all off, the ﬁsh are essentially prehistoric meaning that they reproduce poorly and die at the
drop of a hat.
The governmental response has been crisp, even if not conceived to keep those chilled
crystal tureens replenished with beluga: a complete ban on selling wild caviar from the Caspian,
the heretofore most-prized ﬁshing source. Now only rogues and outlaws troll those historically
most important caviar waters. Similar measures have taken hold in other wild sturgeon ﬁsheries.
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Happily entrepreneurs abhor a vacuum. Recent decades have seen the rise of sturgeon
breeding farms in locales around the world. One of the leaders is Perlita which has established
its sturgeon farm, or l’Esturgeonnière, near the basin of Arcachon in France.
Some entrepreneurial pursuits are more challenging than others. Raising sturgeon ranks up
there with private space tourism when it comes to the degree of fortitude required. Only the
hardy and well-ﬁnanced need apply. These private farms chew through venture capital to the
degree that the only survivors are those lucky enough to have attracted late round investors.
Consider the example of Perlita. They devoted fully 10 years just to experimentation to determine how to feed the sturgeon.

Ten years not to production, mind you. Not to revenue

generation. Ten years were spent just discovering how to keep the ﬁsh alive. How many
venture capital exit strategies are built around that kind of time horizon?

Raising sturgeon ranks up there
when it comes to the degree
g
of fortitude required.

with private space tourism
When Perlita began, their initial quest was the raising of the sturgeon for the meat.
Caviar production was not part of their initial plan. Even raising the sturgeon for meat proved a
challenge. At the outset, before they could begin building facilities to raise the ﬁsh, environmental concerns had to be addressed. Fish farms for the broad range of species being raised
around the world are notorious polluters. This is of concern in two senses actually. First, of
course, is the discharge of water from the ﬁsh tanks back into the water source from which
water is initially drawn. Second, and particularly unsavory, is the realization that, if the water
being discharged is fouled with pollutants, imagine the ﬁsh living in those conditions ingesting it.
How is that mental image for building an appetite for eating the resulting meat?
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Perlita met the environmental issues square on. Although the most famous wild sturgeon
ﬁsheries, such as the Caspian Sea, are in salt water, Perlita is raising its sturgeons in fresh water.
It is able to do so because sturgeons are anadromous, that is to say able to live in either salt or
fresh water environs. Perlita’s vow for its fresh water farm was that the water discharged from
their tanks downstream into the Leyre River would be cleaner than the water ﬂowing into them
from upstream and that the water in every tank would be cycled through at least every single
hour. There is neither hesitancy nor equivocation in Perlita’s claim that its sturgeons live in vastly
more pure, healthier conditions than sturgeons in the wild, particularly sturgeons habitating in
the Caspian Sea.
Even if the sturgeons are being raised for their meat–and as we will see in a moment,
raising them for caviar is almost unfathomably more difﬁcult–bringing the ﬁsh to maturity is
not an enterprise for the faint hearted. Following the best of practices, approximately ﬁve
percent of the “herd” perish each year. As it takes 7 or 8 years to bring a sturgeon to maturity,
this mortality rate ravishes the stock. Moreover, even for meat harvesting, two stocks have to be
raised and maintained–one for harvest, the other for reproduction. Perlita estimates that only
about 20 % of the ﬁsh stock that initially breeds are ultimately utilized commercially for caviar.

7 too 8 years
In the beginning, Perlita did not envision undertaking the complexities of caviar production
which introduce a full new set of problems. Fish arrive at the main part of the farm from the
hatchery when they are approximately eight months old and weighing about 2.5 kg. When the
sturgeon reach the age of 3 years, time for separation by sex. Somewhat less glamorous than a
country cotillion with the girls lined up on one side of the room and the males on the other, the
sturgeons are given ultrasound exams to sort the males from the females. Males, with no caviar
in their future, are packed off to separate tanks for raising as meat. The females’ caviar careers
continue.
Over the next three years, the females are raised and sorted by size. After a female sturgeon reaches seven it becomes time for another ultrasound test to determine whether
egg growth has started.

Generally speaking, the ﬁrst ovulation for a sturgeon takes place
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somewhere between the ages of 7 and 8. Once it is determined with the ultrasound that
the female has begun egg production, a ﬁrst biopsy is performed to assess the quality of the
eggs that she is growing. This is for purposes of again sorting the ﬁsh. For the highest quality
caviar, eggs are not harvested from the ﬁrst ovulation. Instead, with no males in sight, the
female will simply re-absorb the eggs which she has produced.
There are 24 species of sturgeons. Of course, beluga, oscietre, and sevrugra have become
well known. These are species that inhabit the Caspian. Perlita has chosen Siberian sturgeon for
its farm. The ﬁnest caviar from Siberian sturgeon come after the age of ten.

For truly fine caviar

minimalism in process
ing
y

All of the Perlita sturgeons are biopsied before the decision is made to harvest the eggs.
Through the biopsy, the size, color and ﬁrmness of the eggs can be assessed so that the optimal
timing for harvest can be determined. When the proper time comes, the ﬁsh is taken into the
laboratory, incised, and the eggs are removed and rinsed.
From this point there is a giant gulf between the processing of the Perlita caviar and wild

In fact, there is a choice of harvesting methods when Perlita’s Siberian sturgeon reach the

caviar from the Caspian. The vast majority of wild caviar which is produced has salt added as a

age of ten. One method practiced by others in the industry is to induce the female to expulse

preservative and is ﬂash pasteurized. Cooking and salting are never the recipe for delicacy and

her eggs. The towering commercial advantage from this method is that the sturgeon lives to

ﬁneness.

expulse another day. What suffers is quality. Expulsed eggs lack the ﬁrmness of eggs that
are taken directly from the ﬁsh. Further, they are coated with a sticky substance meant to aid

At Perlita no salt is added. Instead a small amount, 4 ths of one percent, of seasoned

adherence to rocky surfaces, which of course is important in the wild if they are to be fertilized

borax is added. The object is to aid in preservation without obscuring the natural taste or

by a male, but far from helpful if the eggs are to be consumed as a delicacy. So the brutal

intruding upon the delicacy of the caviar itself. Borax is far preferable to salt as it is vastly less

reality of caviar production is that to achieve high quality, the ﬁsh has to be sacriﬁced to harvest

aggressive on the palate. Indeed, the percentage added is much less than is customarily used in,

the eggs. Expulsion is not a substitute if quality is the goal. Indeed, an honest producer or

for example Russia where the practice is to add 6 or 7 percent (more than ten times greater

vendor should fully disclose if his caviar is of the expulsed variety.

than Perlita) of borax or salt.
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Of course, with the minimal intervention in the name of preservation practiced by Perlita
the shelf life is not indeﬁnite. Generally speaking, the caviar should be consumed within 8–10
months of its packaging. What is remarkable is the manner in which the caviar ages over this
time. Immediately after being placed in the jar, the caviar has an ethereal delicacy with ﬁne
hazelnut and butter notes. If you are accustomed to assertive, strong tasting caviar, Perlita’s caviar
tasted when it is only a very few weeks old, will be a revelation. The elegance and grace of its
ﬂavor nuances are difﬁcult to describe. It simply is impossible to imagine masking the reﬁnement
of these subtle ﬂavors with the addition of condiments such as hard boiled eggs, sour cream or,
heaven forbid, minced onion. Even toast seems too strong a distraction. The practices of serving
these “traditional accompaniments” with caviar were obviously born from serving harsher, saltier,
and, can we say it this way, “ﬁshier caviar” that is more known on the market. If the caviar is
harsh and ﬁshy then by all means cloak it; bring on the toast, sour cream and onion. Not the
caviar Aquitaine. Nothing should come between the tongue and the delicate popping of the
eggs and their elegant ﬂavors, but perhaps the spoon used to transport them from the serving
bowl. And as for the spoon, better to select a non-oxidizing material such as mother-of-pearl,
ivory or stainless steel.

Over time the ﬂavors evolve. As the caviar ages, its ﬂavors become richer and more forceful.
Some of the nuttiness is replaced by more powerful buttery notes. Just as wine connoisseurs
over time develop their own palates for the degree of wine aging that they prefer, caviar
aﬁcionados can follow a similar path to discover their own aging preferences. Perlita aids in
this education of the palate by dating each and every can with its production date.
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ONE

MAN’S

NAVY
PASSION HAS PLAYED A DOMINANT ROLE IN
THE HALF CENTURY HISTORY OF BLANCPAIN’S
FIFTY FATHOMS. THE WATCH WAS BORN OF
THE PASSION OF BLANCPAIN’S CEO, JEANJACQUES FIECHTER, AND ROBERT MALOUBIER,
THE DIVING PIONEER OF THE FRENCH NAVY.
THEN, AT A TIME WHEN THE WATCH FADED
FROM THE PUBLIC LIMELIGHT, A PASSIONATE
QUEST BY A FRENCH JOURNALIST, STEPHAN
CIEJKA, BROUGHT ATTENTION BACK TO THIS
ICON. BLANCPAIN PAID HOMAGE TO ALL OF
THIS IN ITS FIFTY FATHOMS EXHIBITION.
TEXT: JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
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Stephan Ciejka and Robert Maloubier.

AN ENCOUNTER WITH THE FOUNDER OF THE FRENCH COMBAT
DIVER CORPS, ROBERT MALOUBIER, IGNITED STEPHAN CIEJKA’S
INTEREST TO FIND EARLY BLANCPAIN MILITARY WATCHES.

Stephan Ciejka did not start out to be a

co-founder of the French Navy’s Combat Diver

military historian. Nor for that matter did he

corps. Gazing at Stephan’s wrist during their inter-

initially aspire to become the world’s leading

view, which on that day sported a Rolex Submariner

expert on Blancpain’s Fifty Fathoms watches.

5513 watch, Maloubier remarked, “I worked on the

But through a bit of serendipity and prodi-

creation of a diving watch much better than that!”

gious amounts of dogged leg work, Stephan

What unfolded was Maloubier’s recounting of how

cemented his position as both. In the process

he came to work with Blancpain in the 1953 crea-

he placed himself in the nerve center of a

tion of the world’s ﬁrst modern diving watch, the

network of devoted Fifty Fathoms collectors

Fifty Fathoms. To outﬁt the newly created French

whose passions combined to enable the as-

Navy’s Combat Diver corps, Maloubier knew that

sembly of a once-in-a-lifetime retrospective

one of the essential pieces of equipment for his

exhibition that traveled the world during

teams would be a robust diving watch. In collabo-

Blancpain’s 275th anniversary celebration.

ration with Blancpain, all of the speciﬁcations that
have deﬁned diving timepieces ever since were

As with many later to become important

developed and incorporated into the Fifty Fathoms:

enterprises, Stephan’s initial steps portended little

large rotating and locking bezels, black and white

of what was to follow. In September 1986 he was

color scheme with easy-to-read indexes, automatic

assigned by a French news magazine to write an

winding, luminous markings, antimagnetic protec-

article setting out the life story of Bob Maloubier,

tion and, of course, high water resistance.
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MANY YEARS AGO, OLD MILITARY WATCHES WERE
THE FORGOTTEN STEPCHILDREN IN THE VINTAGE
WATCH WORLD.

His interest ignited by the encounter with Ma-

offered to sell the entirety to Ciejka. Steel yourself

loubier, Ciejka embarked on a search to ﬁnd some of

for this, if only I had been there, revelation. Ciejka

these early Blancpain military watches. His initial ef-

bought the entirety of the box for a mere pittance!

forts yielded little. Seemingly no one was then collecting these vintage navy timepieces or for that mat-

Realizing that old military watches were the

ter knew much of their history. His initial ﬁnd, an old

forgotten stepchildren in the vintage watch world,

Fifty Fathoms bearing the trademark “LIP Blancpain”,

Ciejka turned his attention to Paris’ famous marché

far from unraveling the mysteries only added to

aux puces (the ﬂea market) located north of the city

them. Why the name “LIP”? LIP was long ago a

center near the Porte de Clignancourt.

leading watch retailer in Paris and manufacturer in

through bins of these underappreciated military

Besançon, but why the dual logo?

gems, Ciejka gradually added to his collection with

The ﬁrst big break came when Ciejka found a
shop in Marseille, Sub- Horlogerie, that specialized in

Pawing

occasional big ﬁnds, again with some of the watches
sold for only one dollar.

the repair of diving watches. The proprietor long
ago had been a partner of Blancpain selling Fifty

With a journalist’s determination, Ciejka gradu-

Fathoms watches to divers. Far from treating the old

ally began uncovering information sources on milita-

watches as prized pieces of watchmaking history—

ry watches. One discovery came in the Paris Marais

and recall there was at the time no active collector

district. There Stephan encountered watchmaker

community—Sub-Horlogerie had simply dumped its

Fernand Pechoin who offered an insight that great-

accumulation of old Fifty Fathoms into a box and

ly aided the quest. Previously working to repair
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FINALLY CIEJKA MET JEAN-JACQUES FIECHTER,
BLANCPAIN’S CEO FROM 1950 TO 1980, WHO, A DIVER
HIMSELF, DEVELOPED THE FIFTY FATHOMS.

watches for the French Air Force—and indeed a pilot

tions and tactics of the Italian combat divers, with

himself—this watchmaker explained that to really

whom Riffault and Maloubier collaborated at the

get to the sources of information on military time-

end of the war. In the explanation of the Italian

pieces, one needed to center the search not upon

methods of attack, Riffault wrote of not only their

the watches, but upon the military branch itself and,

tactics and techniques, but their equipment as well.

that further, each branch, army, navy, air force, had

One of the essential items for the divers enumer-

its own suppliers of timepieces. Since this watch-

ated in the report was a diving watch.

maker was only interested in vintage aviation pieces,
as an added bonus to their meeting, he simply gave

As a diligent journalist would do, Ciejka fol-

Stephan a shoe box overﬂowing with diving watches.

lowed the leads from his unearthing of the navy
report and met with Riffault. From that meeting he

Now with a new path to pursue, namely the

learned yet another piece of the puzzle, the pivotal

records of the French Navy, Stephan set about arran-

role played by Jean-Jacques Fiechter, Blancpain’s

ging access. The process was long and bureaucratic,

CEO from 1950 to 1980, who, a diver himself, devel-

but, fortunately, because he was a working journa-

oped the Fifty Fathoms. All the holes in the tapestry

list, Ciejka was ﬁnally accorded the appropriate press

of the evolution of this now iconic diving timepiece

credentials giving him access to the archives of the

were ﬁlled in by Fiechter. Fiechter explained how

French Navy. It was there that he uncovered roots

the Fifty Fathoms was sold through a variety of

of the development, not only of the Fifty Fathoms

channels. Some were delivered directly to the mili-

watch, but of the French combat divers themselves.

tary, initially the French Navy but later other militaries

This was a report written by Claude Riffault (a col-

around the world. Other models, conceived for civil-

league of Robert Maloubier) describing the opera-

ian divers (versions that happily did not utilize radio-

A Basel 2011 debut, the Tribute to Fifty Fathoms Aqua Lung.
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turned elsewhere, developing new complications
for Blancpain’s classically oriented collection. But as
he was dogged in his research, Ciejka was persistent
in pursuing Blancpain to issue a new version of the
nearly half century old Fifty Fathoms. Finally Biver
relented, spotting that sport watches were gaining
interest in the market, and in the late 90s the Blancpain Trilogy Collection was born which included as
one of its three models a new Fifty Fathoms.
No persuasion was needed for the development in 2003 of the 50th anniversary edition of the
Fifty Fathoms.

Blancpain’s CEO, Marc A. Hayek,

himself a passionate diver, had already planned this
special re-edition timepiece which introduced for
the ﬁrst time the luxury and robustness of a sapphire bezel. Although not instrumental in the development of this anniversary edition, which has become
itself a rare and intensely sought after collectors’
piece, Ciejka played a signiﬁcant role in the launch
of the watch. Ciejka not only recounted the history of
the Fifty Fathoms to Marc A. Hayek, he arranged the

BEFORE BLANCPAIN UNDERTOOK TO DEVELOP THE

introduction of Robert Maloubier. Marc A. Hayek

FIFTY FATHOMS FOR THE FRENCH COMBAT DIVERS,

and Robert Maloubier traveled to Thailand diving

ANOTHER MANUFACTURE, SEEING AVIATION

together to formally launch the new Fifty Fathoms

IN VOGUE, COMMENTED “THERE WAS NO FUTURE IN

on the watch market.

DIVING WATCHES”.
With his thirty year devotion to unearthing the
Blancpain’s half century Fifty Fathoms patrimony, it
was natural that Blancpain turned to Ciejka when it
active coatings for luminosity which military speciﬁ-

small diameter timepiece, which when tested by

decided to create a special Fifty Fathoms exhibit as

cations demanded), were sold through dive shops

Maloubier and Riffault leaked. Badly. When con-

part of the 275th anniversary celebration. As Blanc-

under various names including the name Aqua

fronted with the complaint and requested to supply

pain itself over this 50 year span had not retained

Lung. Still other versions were sold in the United

an alternative, LIP’s response was that because avia-

examples of the varieties of the timepieces which it

States as Tornek Rayville, with “Tornek” being the

tion was in vogue, “there was no future in diving

had produced, it was known at the outset that it

name of the enterprising importer who secured a

watches”. This sent Maloubier and Riffault on the

would have to turn to private collectors to assemble

contract to supply the US Navy and “Rayville” being

search that led to Blancpain. Only later realizing that,

the exhibit. Ciejka was willing to reach out to what

a name which Blancpain adopted for some of its

indeed, there was a future in diving watches, LIP be-

was now his deep network of other savvy aﬁciona-

production in the 30s (Blancpain was founded in

gan to carry the Fifty Fathoms in its stores ordering

dos who had come to share his passion for the im-

Villeret and Rayville was a word play on that name).

the special edition that carried its name on the dial.

portant role that military timepieces such as the Fifty
Fathoms played in the history of watchmaking, but

And, of course, the mystery of the LIP Blanc-

With the depth of his expertise, Ciejka played a

nobody knew what the response would be. How

pain watch, the ﬁrst acquired by Ciejka, was re-

role in the development of two modern Blancpain

would these collectors react when asked to loan

vealed. In 1953 LIP was a leading watch manufac-

Fifty Fathoms pieces. During the early 90s, as his

their irreplaceable vintage Fifty Fathoms watches to

turer based in Besançon (located in the foothills of

research had given him an expertise unmatched by

Blancpain? Would they really be willing to part with

the Jura in France) and was the ﬁrst address which

any private collector, Ciejka approached Blancpain’s

their prized timepieces for the several-month period

French combat divers sought out in their quest to

then CEO, Jean-Claude Biver. Biver had little interest

of the exhibit? Why would they do it? How many

ﬁnd a suitable diving watch. LIP’s suggestion was a

in sport watches at the time. His attention was

would respond with a “yes”? Sitting in Blancpain’s

IN TIME

OVER

100!
Here a sample from the exhibition.
More than 100 collectors responded
offering to loan their vintage Fifty
Fathoms to Blancpain for the exhibition.
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Scenes from the Paris and New York Fifty Fathoms exhibitions. Upper left: Robert Maloubier with famed free diver Gianluca Genoni.
Lower right: Robert Maloubier and Stephan Ciejka.

Fifty Fathoms devotees could learn what Stephan

MORE THAN 100 FIFTY FATHOMS COLLECTORS

Ciejka had unearthed in his 30 years of journalistic

DESCENDED ON THE PLACE VENDÔME FOR A SPECIAL

investigation. Maloubier told of his ﬁrst sinking of a

EVENING HELD IN THEIR HONOR.

ship during combat dive, recounted in the same
tone as a ﬁsherman spinning a tale of landing a big
one, only in this case instead of a sport ﬁsh, it was a
ship. His tale included the failed experiment with

ofﬁces discussing the plan, the optimists in the ga-

been outcast military timepieces unceremoniously

the tiny LIP watches that leaked, the search for a

thering hoped that perhaps as many as 30 watches

tossed into shoe boxes and forgotten, were now

watch company that would work with him and the

would be loaned for the exhibit.

sought-after collectors’ items. Unselﬁshly, the col-

collaboration with Blancpain’s Jean-Jacques Fiechter.

lectors knew that thousands of people should see
No one was as giddy an optimist to have pre-

this important part of watchmaking history.

dicted the response. Over 100(!) collectors respon-

What was most profoundly in evidence at that
gathering was sense of adventure that bound

ded in the afﬁrmative to Blancpain’s appeal to loan

Of course, the Fifty Fathoms exhibit was for the

together the crowd in the room. Ciejka explained

their watches for the exhibit. Three times the most

collectors too. More than 100 collectors and guests

it best. Collecting these Fifty Fathoms timepieces

optimistic guess before the program rolled out. Far

descended on the Place Vendôme in Paris for a spe-

extends to something broader than the watches

from being reluctant to part with their vintage pie-

cial evening in their honor. Yes, the champagne

themselves. The watch is a window into history that

ces for several months while the exhibit was shown

ﬂowed but this was no ordinary soirée of toothy

leads to events and the people behind the events.

beginning on Place Vendôme in Paris and then tra-

grins and airy small talk. This crowd was here to

And so the Fifty Fathoms in its half century of evolu-

veling to China, both coasts of the US, and ﬁnally

see the watches, take pride in pointing out their

tion not only represents the ﬁrst modern diving

going on display in Blancpain’s booth in Basel, the

own pieces in the glass cases and to exchange end-

watch and the template that it became deﬁning and

collector community was proud to see their watches

less stories on the histories of the individual watch

shaping diving watches for the entire industry ever

displayed. A lot had changed since Ciejka had

models and how the owners came to ﬁnd them.

since, it carries with it the lore of the early military

started his investigation more than 30 years ago.

None of the stories was more riveting that those of

diving and the French Navy’s pioneering work.

The world had woken up. What had previously

Robert Maloubier. Now the broad community of
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Villeret Collection
Complete Calendar Half-Hunter
Patented under-lugs correctors
Secured calendar and moon-phases mechanism
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